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Chapter 1

Introduction

Many applications need to visualize large sets of objects and how these object are
interrelated; the relations between such objects are quiteoften described by a set of
binary relations. Mathematicians and computer scientistscall a set of binary relations
a graph, where the objects of the relations are calledverticesand the relations are
callededges.

In many graphs is possible to find semantic relations among vertices, that allow to
group them into clusters. Clusters of vertices may also be artificially introduced with
the purpose of making easy the navigation of large graphs, allowing representations
at different levels of abstraction (see e.g. [DGK03]).

This kind of graphs are effectively modeled usingclustered graphs[FCE95b]. In
a clustered graph vertices are grouped into clusters, whichin turn can be grouped
into other clusters; the inclusion relation among clustersgenerates a hierarchy. The
graph without considering the clusters is usually called the underlying graph, while
the hierarchy of the clusters is theinclusion tree.

Drawing a clustered graph is required in many applications.To give a few exam-
ples:

Networking The BGP protocol groups local area networks and routers intoAutonomous
Systems. In the Autonomous Systems that use the OSPF protocol routers and
networks are, in turn, clustered intoAreas.

Information Systems In process analysis, processes are clustered into other pro-
cesses at different abstraction levels. Also, in data analysis, the entities of an
Entity-Relationship schema are often grouped into clusters of entities with sim-
ilar features.

1



1. INTRODUCTION

Social Networks The actors of a social network are typically grouped into classes
of actors with affine features. This process is often repeated and originates a
hierarchy of classes.

When representing a network containing clusters, is quite common to draw the
elements of each cluster inside the same region of the plane.Also, disjoint clusters
usually lie into disjoint regions.

A common aesthetic criterion in graph drawing is the planarity of the graph. This
criterion can be also applied to clustered graphs: also in this case we want to produce
planar drawings of the graphs, but with the additional constraint of avoiding unnec-
essary intersections between the edges of the graph and the border of regions repre-
senting the clusters. This kind of drawings are defined asc-planar drawings. The
clustered planarity (c-planarity) field studies the interplay between the classical pla-
narity of graphs and the presence of clusters. For its practical interest and because of
its theoretical appeal, clustered planarity is attractingincreasing attention from many
researchers. The purpose of this thesis is to study in depth the problem of c-planarity

testing for clustered graphs. The problem of stating the computaional complexity of
testing the c-planarity of a clustered graph is indeed stillopen, and the current poly-
nomial time algorithms only deal with specific classes of graphs. Namely, as far as
we know, the problem can be solved in polynomial time only if each cluster induces a
connected subgraph (in this case the graph isc-connected), or if the graph belongs to
a specific family.

The first contribution of this thesis is a structural characterization of c-planarity for
c-connected clustered graphs whose underlying graph is biconnected. The character-
ization is based on the interplay between the hierarchy of the clusters and the hierar-
chy of the triconnected components of the underlying graphG. It is given in terms of
properties of the skeletons of the nodes of the SPQR-tree ofG. Notice that in at least
three other papers [Dah98, DKM06, Len89] the relationship between triconnectivity
and c-planarity has already been studied. We also easily extend the characterization
to general clustered graphs exploiting the decomposition of G into its biconnected
components.

Further, based on our c-planarity characterization, we present a new linear time
c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-connected clustered graphs. Such
an algorithm is reasonably easy to implement, since it is based on simple algorith-
mic tools as the computation of lowest common ancestors, minimum and maximum
spanning trees, and bucket sorts. It also makes use of well-established data structures
as SPQR-trees and BC-trees [DT96, GM01] (both in their simple static version). If

2



the test fails, our algorithm identifies a structural element responsible for the non-c-
planarity of the input clustered graph.

We are also interested in exploring classes of graphs which are inherently non-
connected in order to investigating the impact of non-connectivity on the complexity
of c-planarity testing. Indeed, most of the algorithms for non-c-connected graphs
assume that the clustered graph has several connected clusters, and they use the c-
planarity testing for c-connected graph as a subroutine. Inthis thesis we describe new
classes of highly non-connected clustered graphs, and we show how the c-planarity
can be tested in linear time. Namely, we introduce the classes of 3-cluster cycles,
clustered cycles, and some generalizations of this classes. In all these classes, the
underlying graph is a cycle and two consecutive vertices of the cycle belong to dif-
ferent clusters; hence we have that each cluster is disconnected, and it is no possible
to apply the test for connected graphs. This thesis illustrates new methodologies and
algorithms to handle with these classes of clustered graphs.

Finally, we show an example of application of clustered drawing in the field of net-
work visualization. We introduce a new visualization metaphor for the Internet graph
at Autonomous System (AS) level, showing at the same time theconnections between
the ASes and their collocation in the Internet Hierarchy. This kind of metaphor allows
an effective visualization of the AS graph.

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 contains basic definition about graphs and clustered graphs.

• Chapter 3 proposes the new characterization of c-planarityfor c-connected clus-
tered graphs.

• Chapter 4 illustrates the c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-
connected clustered graph, based on the characterization proposed in Chapter 3.

• In Chapter 5 we introduce simple families of clustered graphs that are highly
unconnected, and we show efficient c-planarity testing and drawings algorithms.

• In Chapter 6 we introduce the class ofclustered cycles, and we show a polyno-
mial time c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for this class.

• Chapter 7 proposes an example of application of clustered drawing in the con-
text of network visualization.

• Finally, we present our conclusions and several open problems.

3





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter contains basic definitions about graphs and clustered graphs. A brief
description of the SPQR-tree data structure is also provided.

2.1 Graphs

An undirected graphis a pairG= (V,E), whereV is a finite non-empty set of elements
calledverticesornodesof G, andE is a finite, possibly empty, set of elements called
edgesor arcsof G. An edgee∈ E is an unordered pair(u,v) of vertices ofG; vertices
u andv are calledend-verticesof e, or simplerverticesof e. We writee(u,v) to denote
an edgee with verticesu andv, and we say thate connects uandv. Verticesu andv
are said to beadjacent, while eand any of its end-vertices areincident. Two edges are
adjacentif have a common vertex. The number of edges that are incidentto a vertex
v is called thedegreeof v, and is denoted bydeg(v).

An edgee(u,v) of a graphG is a self-loopif u = v. Also, G containsmultiple
edgesif it has two or more edges with the same end-points. A graph issimpleif it has
neither self-loops nor multiple edges.

A path pbetween two verticesv0 andvk , k ≥ 1, of a graphG is an alternating
sequencev0,e1,v1,e2, . . . ,ek,vk of vertices and edges ofG, whereei = (vi−1,vi),(i =
1, . . . ,k). Verticesv0 andvk are theend-verticesof p. We often writep= (v0,v1, . . . ,vk)
to denote pathp. If all vertices ofp are distinct,p is said to be asimple path. The
lengthof a path is the number of its edges. If the end-vertices ofp coincide (i.e.
v0 = vk) the path is acycle. A simple cycleis a cycle such that only its end-vertices
coincide, while all its other vertices are distinct. A graphis said to beacyclicif it does
not contain any cycle. A graph that is not acyclic is calledcyclic.

5



2. BACKGROUND

A subgraphG′ of a graphG=(V,E) is a pair(V ′,E′), whereV ′ ⊆V andE′ ⊆E. In
particular, ifV ′ = V, subgraphG′ is aspanning subgraphof G. Also, if V ′ is a subset
of V, the subgraph ofG inducedby V ′ is the graphG′ = (V ′,E′), whereE′ ⊆ E is the
set of all edges ofG connecting any two vertices ofG that are inV ′ (see Figure 2.1).
Note that the subgraph induced by a subset of vertices is uniquely determined.

v1

v2

v7

v6

v3

v1

v2

v5

v4

v7

v6

v3

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) A graphG with 7 vertices. (b) The subgraph ofG induced by vertices
v1,v2,v3,v6 andv7.

A subdivisionof a graphG = (V,E) is a graphG′ obtained fromG by replacing a
subsetE′ of edges ofG with paths. Namely, ife= (u,v)∈E′, it is replaced with a path
p = (u = v0,v1, . . . ,vk = v), k > 1, where the verticesv1, . . . ,vk−1 do not belong toV.
SubdivisionG′ is said to behomeomorphicto graphG. Two graphsG1 = (V1,E1) and
G2 = (V2,E2) areisomorphicif there exists a one-to-one correspondence between sets
V1 andV2 and a one-to-one correspondence between setsE1 andE2. In practice, two
graphs that are isomorphic can be considered as the same object.

A graph iscompleteif it has an edge connecting every pair of vertices. A complete
graph withn vertices is usually denoted asKn. A graphG is bipartite if the set of its
vertices can be partitioned into two setsV1 andV2 such that every edge ofG connects
a vertex inV1 to a vertex inV2. A graphG is complete bipartiteif it is bipartite and
every vertex inV1 is adjacent to all vertices inV2. A complete bipartite graph such
that|V1| = n1 and|V2| = n2 is usually denoted asKn1,n2.

A directed graph Gis defined similarly to a graph, except that every edgeeof G is
now anorderedpair(u,v) of vertices ofG; verticesu andv are still calledend-vertices
of e, or simplerverticesof e. We also say thate= (u,v) leavesvertexu andenters
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vertexv. An edge that leaves (enters) a vertexv is anoutgoing(incoming) edge ofv,
and it isdirectedfrom u to v.

2.2 Connectivity

The definitions of this section and of Section 2.3 are given for graphs. In the case of a
digraph they are referred to the corresponding undirected graph.

A connected component G′ of a graphG is a maximal subgraph ofG such that for
every pair{u,v} of vertices ofG′ there is a path betweenuandv in G′. A graph that has
exactly one connected component is said to beconnected(or 1-connected). A separat-
ing k-set, k≥ 1, of a graphG is a set ofk vertices whose removal increases the number
of connected components ofG. Separating 1-sets and 2-sets are calledcutverticesand
separation pairs, respectively. A connected graph isbiconnected(or 2-connected) if
it has no cutvertices. A biconnected graph istriconnected(or 3-connected) if it has no
separation pairs. More in general, a graph isk-connected, k≥ 2, if it has no separating
(k− 1)-sets. Obviously, if a graph isk-connected, it is also (k− 1)-connected. In
Figure 2.2 examples of connected, biconnected, and triconnected graphs are given.

v

u

v

w

z

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.2: (a) A connected graph that is not biconnected;u andv are two distinct
cutvertices. (b) A biconnected graph that is not triconnected;{v,w} and{v,z} are two
distinct separation pairs. (c) A triconnected graph.

Observe that, ifv is a vertex of a graphG the removal of all its adjacent vertices
causesv to become disconnected from the rest of the graph. Thus, the following

7
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property holds.

Property 1 For each vertex v of a k-connected graph, deg(v) ≥ k.

A graph that is connected and acyclic is calledtree. A collection of trees (i.e. an
acyclic graph) is aforest. We refer to the vertices of a tree asnodes, to distinguish
them from the vertices of a generic graph.

A rooted treeis a treeT in which a node is chosen asroot. Such a choice imme-
diately induces a hierarchy on the set of all nodes ofT. Namely, with each node ofT
we can associate an integer number calleddepth(or level) of the node. The depth of
the root is 0. For any nodeµ, distinct from the root, the depth ofµ is the length of the
unique path between the root andµ in T; every nodeβ 6= µ on this path is anancestor
of µ, andµ is a descendantof β. Also, if (β,µ) is an edge of the path between the
root and nodeµ, β is theparentof µ, andµ is achild of β. A node without children
is a leaf. Thedepthof T is the maximum depth of a leaf ofT. Figure 2.3 shows two
examples of trees.

(a) (b)

ρ

β

µ

Figure 2.3: (a) A tree. (b) A rooted tree with depth 3; nodeρ is the root of the tree;
nodeµ is a child ofβ; the leaves are the white nodes.

Let T be a rooted tree. If an ordering of the children of every node of T is given,
we say thatT is anordered rooted tree.

Let G be a connected graph. Abiconnected component(or block) of G is a max-
imal biconnected subgraph ofG. Observe that any cutvertex ofG belongs to at least
two distinct blocks. It is possible to construct a treeT, calledblock-cutvertex tree

8
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that describes the set of all blocks ofG and the relationships among them. This tree,
introduced by F. Harary [Har72], can be computed in linear time. It is defined as
follows.

• With each block ofG there is an associatedB-nodeof T.

• With each cutvertex ofG there is an associatedC-nodeof T.

• There is an edge inT connecting a B-nodeβ to a C-nodeχ, if and only if the
cutvertex associated withχ belongs to the block associated withβ.

Observe that in a block-cutvertex tree there are neither edges connecting two B-
nodes nor edges connecting two C-nodes. In Figure 2.4 it is shown a graph and the
corresponding block cutvertex tree.

(b)(a)

E

F

A

B

D

C GC

D
E

F

A

B

G3
4

5

1 

3
4

5

2

1 

2

Figure 2.4: (a) A graph and its blocks; each block is bounded by a dashed region; the
numbered light grey vertices are cutvertices. (b) The blockcutvertex tree of the graph
in (a); the B-nodes are the big circles.

A Depth First Search(DFS in short) is a technique for visiting all the vertices of a
graph ([Tar72]). It starts from an arbitrary vertex, calledtheroot, and carries on mov-
ing from the current vertex to an adjacent one until unexplored adjacent vertices can
be found. When all adjacent vertices of the current vertex are explored, the traversal
backtracks to the first vertex that has still unexplored adjacent vertices.

9
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Each vertexv is assigned aDFS index, denotedDFS(v), which specifies the order
in which it was reached by the DFS visit, starting from the root r which hasDFS(r) =
1.

The edges used by the DFS visit to move from one vertex to the next one are called
tree-edgesand form a spanning tree ofG, called theDFS tree. The remaining edges
areback-edges. Theancestorsof a vertexv are the vertices in the unique chain of tree-
edges fromv to the rootr. If a vertexu is an ancestor ofv, thenv is adescendantof
u. A tree-edge links aparentvertex to achild vertex, the former (latter) being the one
with lowest (highest) DFS-index, while a back-edge is thought to be oriented exiting
the descendant and entering the ancestor.

2.3 Drawings and Planarity

Let G be a graph. A planedrawing of G maps each vertex ofG into a point of the
plane, and each edge(u,v) of G into a simple Jordan curve between the two points
corresponding tou andv, respectively.

A drawing is planar if no two distinct edges intersect. A graph isplanar if it
admits a planar drawing. Planar graphs play a crucial role inthe graph drawing field
and in the whole graph theory [DETT99, NC88].

A planar drawingΓ subdivides the plane into topologically connected regions
calledfaces. Exactly one of these faces is an unbounded region, and it is calledex-
ternal face. All the other faces are said to beinternal. In Figure 2.5 it is shown an
example of a planar drawing of a planar graph:f andg are two internal faces; faceh
is the external one. Thedegreeof a facef , denoted asdeg( f ), is the number of edges
encountered while walking on the border off clockwise. In particular, if the graph
is biconnecteddeg( f ) always coincides with the number of edges that belong to the
border of f . In the rest of this work, in order to simplify the notation, we often speak
of edges of a facef to mean the edges that belong to the border off . In this way, we
can also consider a face as a cycle, and describe it as a circular sequence of vertices
and edges.

There is a simple necessary condition for connected planar graphs, known as the
Euler’s formula.

Theorem 1 (Euler 1750) Let G= (V,E) be a planar graph and let F be any set of
faces of a planar drawing of G. Then:

|E| = |V|+ |F|+2.

Euler’s formula allows to assert that the number of faces of any planar drawing of
a planar graphG does not depend on the choice of the drawing itself.

10
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f

g

h

Figure 2.5: A planar drawing.

An important result due to Kuratowski provides a characterization of the set of
planar graphs.

Theorem 2 (Kuratowski 1930) [Kur30] A graph is planar if and only if it does not
contain any subdivision of K5 and K3,3.

It is easy to prove that a graph is planar if and only if all its connected components
are planar; further a connected graph is planar if and only ifall its blocks are planar.

We now observe that a planar drawingΓ of a planar graphG induces a circular
clockwise ordering of the edges incident on each vertex. Twoplanar drawingsΓ1 and
Γ2 of G areequivalentif they induces the same circular clockwise ordering of edges
around vertices, and if they have the same external face. Such binary relationship is
clearly an equivalence relationship. We callplanar embeddingof G an equivalence
class of planar drawings ofG. A planar graphG with an associated embeddingφ is an
embeddedplanar graph, and it is often denoted asGφ. Note that all the drawings in the
embeddingφ have the same set of faces and the same external face. For thisreason,
we can speak without ambiguity of faces ofGφ. To specify that a drawingΓ belongs
to an embeddingφ of G, we can say thatΓ preservesφ, or thatΓ is a drawing ofGφ.
In Figure 2.6 three different drawings of a planar graph are shown. The drawings in
Figure 2.6 (a) and Figure 2.6 (b) are equivalent.

In order to simplify the terminology, since we mainly work with planar graphs, we
often use the termembeddinginstead ofplanar embedding.

11
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 2.6: Three planar drawings of the same graph. The drawings in (a) and (b) are
equivalent.

Let Gφ be an embedded planar graph. Thedual graph G∗ of Gφ is a graph that
has a vertex for each face ofGφ, and an edge( f ,g) between two facesf andg (not
necessarily distinct) for each edge ofGφ that is shared byf andg. Figure 2.7 shows
an embedded planar graph and its dual. Observe that the embeddingφ∗ of G∗ can be
derived from the embeddingφ of G. We also remark that, in general,G∗ can have
self-loops and multiple edges, even ifG is a simple graph. Further, two embedded
planar graphs with the same embedding have the same dual graph.

Many algorithms in graph drawing are specific for planar graphs. Testing if a
graph is planar can be done in linear-time [HT74, BL76, ET76,dFR82, LEC67]. Pla-
narity testing algorithms can be also modified to determine aplanar embedding if the
graph is found to be planar [CNAO85, MM96].

A further interesting algorithm is based on a characterization given by de Fraysseix
and Rosenstiehl [dR85]. This algorithm has not been fully described in the literature
but has a very efficient implementation in the Pigale software library [dO].

However, although the planarity problem has been carefullystudied in the above
cited literature, the story of the planarity testing algorithms enumerates several more
recent contributions. The motivations behind such relatively new papers are two-
fold. On one side, even if the known algorithms are combinatorially elegant, they
are quite difficult to understand and to implement. On the other side, the researchers
are interested in deepening the relationships between planarity and Depth First Search
(DFS). Such relationships are clearly strong but, probably, up to now, not completely
understood.
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Figure 2.7: An embedded graph and its dual. The dual graph haslight grey vertices
and edges.

Two recent DFS-based planarity testing algorithms, whose similarities were stressed
in [Tho99], are those presented by Shih and Hsu [SH93, SH99, Hsu03, Boy05] and
by Boyer and Myrvold [BM99, BCPD03, BCPD04, BM04].

When a graph is not planar, a pre-processing step can be executed in which the
graph is made planar by adding a suitable set of dummy vertices to replace crossings.
Such a step is usually calledplanarization. Reducing the number of dummy vertices
(i.e. of crossings) added by a planarization algorithm is animportant target for ob-
taining more readable drawings. For a survey on planarization heuristic algorithms
see [DETT99]. Finding the minimum number of crossings and finding a maximum
planar subgraph are both NP-hard problems. Combinatorial optimization techniques
for the maximum planar subgraph problem have been investigated in [JM96].

For more detail about planarity and connectivity of graphs see [Eve79].

2.4 SPQR-trees

A split pair {u,v} of a graphG is either a separation pair or a pair of adjacent vertices.
A maximal split componentof G with respect to a split pair{u,v} (or, simpler, a

13
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maximal split component of{u,v}) is either an edge(u,v) or a maximal subgraphG′

of G such thatG′ containsu andv and{u,v} is not a split pair ofG′. A vertexw
distinct fromu andv belongs to exactly one maximal split component of{u,v}. We
call thesplit componentof {u,v} a connected subgraph ofG that is the union of any
number of maximal split components of{u,v}.

In the following, we summarize SPQR-trees. For more details, see [DT96]. An
example of an SPQR-tree is shown in Fig. 2.8

SPQR-trees are closely related to the classical decomposition of biconnected graphs
into triconnected components. Let{s, t} be a split pair ofG. A maximal split pair
{u,v} of G with respect to{s, t} is a split pair ofG distinct from{s,t} such that, for
any other split pair{u′,v′} of G, there exists a split component of{u′,v′} containing
verticesu, v, s, andt. Let e = (s, t) be an edge ofG, called reference edge. The
SPQR-treeT of G with respect toedescribes a recursive decomposition ofG induced
by its split pairs. TreeT is a rooted ordered tree whose nodes are of four types: S,
P, Q, and R. Denote byG′ the st-biconnectible graph obtained fromG by removinge.
Each nodeµ of T has an associated st-biconnectible multigraph, called theskeleton
of µ and denoted by skeleton(µ). Also, it is associated with an edge of the skeleton
of the parentν of µ, called thevirtual edgeof µ in skeleton(ν). TreeT is recursively
defined as follows.

Trivial Case: If G consists of exactly one edge betweensandt, thenT consists of a
single Q-node whose skeleton isG itself. See for example vertices 1 and 4 in
Fig. 2.8.

Parallel Case: If the split pair{s, t} contains at least two maximal split components
G1, . . . ,Gk, k ≥ 2,the root ofT is a P-nodeµ. Graphskeleton(µ) consists ofk
parallel edges betweens andt, denotede1, . . . ,ek. See for example vertices 3
and 9 in Fig. 2.8.

Series Case:If the split pair{s, t} has exactly one maximal split componentG′ which
is not a single edge and ifG′ has cutverticesc1, . . . ,ck−1 (k≥ 2) in this order on
a path froms to t, the root ofT is an S-nodeµ. Graphskeleton(µ) is the path
e1, . . . ,ek, whereei connectsci−1 with ci (i = 2. . .k−1), e1 connectss with c1,
andek connectsck−1 with t. See for example vertices 5 and 7 in Fig. 2.8.

Rigid Case: If none of the above cases applies, let{s1,t1}, . . . ,{sk,tk} be the maximal
split pairs ofG with respect to{s,t} (k ≥ 1) and, fori = 1, . . . ,k, let Gi be the
union of all the maximal split components of{si ,ti}. The root ofT is an R-node
µ. Graphskeleton(µ) is the triconnected graph obtained fromG by replacing
each subgraphGi with the edgeei betweensi andti . See for example vertices 3
and 8 in Fig. 2.8.
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Except for the trivial case,µ has childrenµ1, . . . ,µk, in this order, such thatµi is the
root of the SPQR-tree of graphGi ∪ (ui ,vi) with respect to reference edge(ui ,vi)
(i = 1, . . . ,k). Edge(ui ,vi) is said to be thevirtual edgeof nodeµi in skeleton(µ) and
of nodeµ in skeleton(µi). GraphGi is called thepertinent graphof nodeµi , and of
edge(ui ,vi) and it is denoted by pertinent(ui,vi). Verticesu andv are thepolesof Gi .

The treeT so obtained has a Q-node associated with each edge ofG, except the
reference edgee. We complete the SPQR-treeT by adding another Q-node, repre-
senting the reference edgee, and making it the parent ofµ so that it becomes the root
of T (see Fig. 2.8.b for an example).

The SPQR-treeT of a graphG with n vertices andm edges hasm Q-nodes and
O(n) S-, P-, and R-nodes. Also, the total number of vertices of theskeletons stored at
the nodes ofT is O(n).

A biconnected graphG is planar if and only if the skeletons of all the nodes of
the SPQR-treeT of G are planar. An SPQR-treeT rooted at a given Q-node can be
used to represent all the planar embeddings ofG having the reference edge (associated
with the Q-node at the root) on the external face. Namely, anyembedding can be ob-
tained by selecting one of the two possible flips of each skeleton around its poles and
selecting a permutation of the children of each P-node with respect to their common
poles.

2.5 Clustered Graphs

A clusterof a graph is a non empty subset of vertices. Aclustered graph C(G,T)
is a graphG plus a rooted treeT such that the leaves ofT are the vertices ofG (see
Figs. 2.9 and 2.10 for examples). Each internal nodeν of T corresponds to the cluster
V(ν) of G whose vertices are the leaves of the subtree rooted atν. The subgraph
of G induced byV(ν) is denoted asG(ν). An edgee between a vertex ofV(ν) and
a vertex ofV −V(ν) is said to beincident on ν. GraphG and treeT are called
underlying graphandinclusion tree, respectively. For example, Figs. 2.10.b and 2.9.b
show the inclusion tree of the clustered graphs representedin Figs. 2.10.a and 2.9.a,
respectively.

In a drawingof a clustered graph vertices and edges ofG are drawn as points and
curves as usual [DETT99], and each nodeν of T is a simple finite open regionR(ν)
such that:

• R(ν) contains the drawing ofG(ν);

• R(ν) contains the regionR(µ) if and only if µ is a descendant ofν in T; and
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• any two regionsR(ν1) andR(ν2) do not intersect ifν1 is not a descendant or an
ancestor ofν2.

See Figs. 2.9.a and 2.10.a for examples of drawings of clustered graph. We say
that edgee and regionR have anedge-region crossingif e crosses the boundary ofR
more than once. Since an edgee that is not incident on a nodeν crossesR(ν) an even
number of times, an edge-region crossing implies that:

1. edgee is incident onν ande crosses the boundary ofR(ν) more than once; or

2. edgee is not incident onν ande crosses the boundary ofR(ν).

A drawing of a clustered graph isc-planar if it does not have edge crossings and
edge-region crossings. For example, the drawing of Fig. 2.9.a is c-planar. A clustered
graph isc-planarif it has a c-planar drawing. The complexity of the c-planarity testing
problem is still unknown.

2.6 State of the Art of C-Planarity

Connectivity plays an important role in the theory of planargraphs. Namely, a graph
is planar if and only if all its connected components are planar. For clustered graphs
things change. See, for example, Fig. 2.11. A clustered graph isconnectedif for each
nodeν of T we have thatG(ν) is connected. For example, the clustered graph in
Fig. 2.9 is connected while the one of Fig. 2.10.a is non-connected sinceµ2 andµ7 are
non-connected (graphsG(µ2) andG(µ7) are composed by two isolated vertices).

An important reference point in the literature on clusteredplanarity is the work
by Cohen, Eades, and Feng [Fen97, FCE95b]. In those papers the terminology that is
currently adopted is defined and the two following theorems on connected clustered
graphs are given.

Theorem 3 [Fen97, FCE95b] A connected clustered graph C(G,T) is c-planar if
and only if G is planar and there exists a planar drawing D of G,such that for each
nodeν of T , all the vertices and edges of G−G(ν) are on the outer face of the drawing
of G(ν).

Theorem 4 [Fen97, FCE95b] Given an n-vertex connected clustered graph C(G,T),
there exists an algorithm to test if C is c-planar and to compute a planar embedding
of it in O(n2) time.
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Lengauer [Len89] found a result analogous to the one in [FCE95b, FCE95a], but
in a different context. Namely, in that case the clustered graph is specified in terms
of a set of graph patterns and in terms of their composition. The time complexity of
the algorithm is linear in the size of the input. However, theinput size of Lengauer’s
algorithm can be quadratic in the size of the represented clustered graph.

Dahlhaus [Dah98] proposed a linear-time algorithm based onthe following main
ingredients: a decomposition ofG into its biconnected and triconnected components,
a weight of each cluster proportional to its size, and the above mentioned character-
ization of c-planar embeddings. The testing algorithm is based on the incremental
construction of a certain planar embedding and on a final testthat checks whether
this embedding is c-planar. A more recent description of this algorithm is presented
in [DKM06].

In [DDM01] a planarization algorithmis given for non c-planar connected clus-
tered graphs. In a planarization algorithm a limited numberof dummy vertices is
added to the graph, each representing a crossing, so that theresulting graph is c-planar.

A clustered graph iscompletely connectedif for each inner nodeν of T bothG(ν)
andG−G(ν) are connected. Observe that the clustered graph of Fig. 2.9 is completely
connected. Completely connected clustered graphs have been studied by Cornelsen
and Wagner [CW03], that proved the following elegant characterization.

Theorem 5 [CW03] A completely connected clustered graph is c-planar if and only
if its underlying graph is planar.

However, even if c-planarity attracted a lot of research, the general c-planarity
testing problem, for non-connected clustered graphs, is still open. A step in this direc-
tion is done in the work by Gutwenger et al. [GJL+02, GJL+03] where the following
theorem is given.

Theorem 6 [GJL+02, GJL+03] There exists an O(n2) time algorithm to test if an
n-vertex almost connected clustered graph is c-planar.

An almost connectedclustered graph is a graph for which all nodes which cor-
respond to the non-connected clusters lie on the same path inT starting at the root
of T, or graphs in which for each non-connected cluster its parent cluster and all its
siblings inT are connected. For example, the clustered graph of Fig. 2.10.a is almost
connected since the two non-connected clustersµ2 andµ7 have connected parent and
siblings.

There are results in the literature, obtained with different purposes, that can be
interpreted in terms of c-planarity testing for non-connected graphs. For example,
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Biedl et al. [BKM98] study planar graphs where each vertex isassigned to one of two
disjoint classes. They show a linear time algorithm to test if one of such graphs has a
planar drawing such that the vertices of the two classes are separated by an horizontal
line (y-monotone HH-drawing). Of course this can be interpreted as a c-planarity
testing of a graph with exactly two clusters (excluding the root) both at the same level.

Biedl et al. [BKM98] also show that a planar bipartite graph has always a y-
monotone HH-drawing. The interpretation in terms of c-planarity is obvious: if a
clustered graphC has exactly two clusters at the same level, its underlying graph is
planar, and the vertices inside a cluster are not linked by any edge, thenC is c-planar.
Observe thatC is “highly non-connected”. The same result can be obtained by ex-
ploiting [DLR90], where the interest of the paper is focusedon theupward planarity
testing. A graph is upward planar if there exist a planar drawing such that for each
edge(v,w), we have thaty(v) < y(w) (the y coordinate increases when moving from
v to w).

Goodrich et al. introduced a polynomial-time algorithm forproducing planar draw-
ings ofextrovertclustered graphs [GLS05], i.e., graphs for which all clusters are con-
nected or extrovert. A clusterc with parentp is extrovert if and only ifp is connected
and each connected component ofc has a vertex with an edge that is incident to a
cluster which is external top.

The relationships among all these classes of clustered graphs are illustrated in
Fig. 2.12. The green areas correspond to the classes of clustered graphs described in
this thesis.

A clustered graphC(G,T) is flat if all the leaves ofT have distance two from the
root. This implies that all the non-root clusters have depth1 in T. Hence, in a flat
clustered graphC(G,T) a graph of the clusters G1(C) can be identified. Vertices of
G1(C) are the children of the root ofT and an edge(µ,ν) exists if and only if an edge
of G exists incident to bothµ andν. An example of a flat clustered graph and the
corresponding graph of the clusters is shown in Fig 2.13.

A flat clustered graph is equivalently described by a graphG and a labeling of its
nodes with labels{l1, l2, . . . , lk}, wherek is the number of clusters at the lower level.
We say that a flat clustered graph is ak-cluster graphif such a labeling usesk different
labels.

Flat clustered graphs offer a way to deepen our insight into the properties of non-
connected c-planar clustered graphs. In fact, by changing the families of the graphs
G andG1(C), c-planarity problems of increasing complexity can be identified. The
works in [BKM98, Bie98] by Biedl, Kaufmann, and Mutzel can beinterpreted as a
linear time c-planarity test for non connected flat clustered graphs with exactly two
clusters.

As it can be seen from Fig. 2.12, most families of clustered graphs that admit a
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polynomial time c-planarity testing algorithm contain c-connected graphs. In fact,
they need a c-planarity testing algorithm for c-connected graphs as a subroutine.

Many papers address the problem of constructing pleasant easily readble drawings
of c-planar graphs. For example Eades, Feng, and Lin [EFL97]give the following
theorem onconvex cluster drawings, where each cluster is a convex polygon.

Theorem 7 [EFL97] Let C be an n-vertex connected c-planar clustered graph. A
planar straight line convex cluster drawing of C can be constructed in O(n2) time.

The above time bound is improved by Nagamochi and Kuroya [NK04] whenT is
a binary tree and each cluster ofC is biconnected.

Multilevel Visualization of Clustered Graphs are studied in [EF97], while the
drawings of clustered graphs on an orthogonal grid are studied in [EFN99].
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Figure 2.8: A planar graph (a) and the corresponding SPQR-tree (b). The black nodes
of the tree represent the Q-nodes, while the dashed lines in the skeletons represent the
reference edges.20
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: An example of a c-connected clustered graphC. (a) A c-planar drawing
of C. (b) The inclusion tree ofC.
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Figure 2.10: An example of a clustered graphC which is non-c-connected. (a) A
c-planar drawing ofC. (b) The inclusion tree ofC.
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Figure 2.11: An example of a non c-planar clustered graph.

Figure 2.12: The classes of clustered graphs for which the c-planarity testing problem
can be solved in polynomial time. The green areas indicate the classes of clustered
graphs described in this thesis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.13: An example of a flat clustered graphC containing 6 clusters (plus the
root). (a) A c-planar drawing ofC. (b) The inclusion tree ofC. (c) The graph of the
clusters ofC.
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Chapter 3

A Characterization of C-Planarity for
C-Connected Graphs

This chapter proposes a new characterization of c-planarity for c-connected clustered
graphs [CDF+06a]. The characterization is based on the interplay between the hi-
erarchy of the clusters and the decomposition of the underlying graph in biconnected
and triconnected components.

3.1 Characterization in the Biconnected Case

In this section we characterize the c-planarity of a c-connected clustered graphC(G,T)
whenG is planar and biconnected. First, we introduce some definitions on the clus-
ter hierarchy. Given a connected non-empty subgraphG′ of G, theallocation cluster
of G′, denoted byac(G′) is the lowest common ancestor inT of the vertices ofG′.
The allocation cluster represents the lowest cluster containing all the vertices ofG′.
In the following we refer to the allocation clusters of many special subgraphs ofG
like edges, paths, and cycles. For example in Fig. 3.1 the allocation cluster of path
3,5,8 is γ. Two clustersα andβ of T arecomparablewhen they are on the same path
from a leaf to the root ofT. If α andβ are comparable, the operators≺, �, and max
are defined, whereα � β (α ≺ β) means thatα is an ancestor (proper ancestor) ofβ
and max(α,β) is the farthest cluster from the root betweenα andβ. The following
properties are easy to prove.

Property 2 Given two connected subgraphs G′ and G′′ of G sharing a vertex, ac(G′)
and ac(G′′) are comparable. Also, if G′′ ⊆ G′ then ac(G′) � ac(G′′).
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Property 3 Let G′ be a connected subgraph of G. There is at least one edge e∈ G′

such that ac(e) = ac(G′).

For example, in Fig. 3.1 the subgraph induced by vertices 3,5,8,7 has allocation
cluster equal toα andac((3,7)) = α.

Property 4 There is at least one edge e∈ G such that ac(e) is the root of T .

Now we relate the concept of allocation cluster, typical of the clusters hierarchy,
to the hierarchy of the triconnected components ofG, represented by the SPQR-tree
T . A lowest connecting pathof a virtual edgee = (u,v) of the skeleton of a node
of T is a path betweenu and v in pertinent(e) with maximum allocation cluster.
Observe that by Property 2 all the paths connectingu andv are pairwise comparable.
The lowest connecting clusterof e, denoted bylcc(e) is the allocation cluster of the
lowest connecting path ofe. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of a virtual edgee and its
lowest connecting path. The allocation cluster of pathp1 = (u,x,w,y,v) is β, while
the allocation cluster of pathp2 = (u,x,z,y,v) is α. Only p1 is a lowest connecting
path ofe, andlcc(e) = β. Observe that ife∈ G the lowest connecting path ofe is the
edge itself.

Consider a skeleton of a nodeµ of T and a pathp composed by virtual edges
of the skeleton. Thelowest connecting clusterof p is the lowest common ancestor
of the lowest connecting clusters of the edges ofp. To have some intuition on this
definition, consider that each edge ofp corresponds to a pertinent graph that has a
lowest connecting path. Hence, we can seep as “representative” of the concatenation
of the lowest connecting paths traversing such pertinent graphs. Each of such paths
has an allocation cluster; the lowest connecting cluster isthe lowest common ancestor
of such allocation clusters. We shall adopt the same definition of lowest connecting
cluster also for cycles and faces ofskeleton(µ). Also, for technical reasons we define
the lowest connecting cluster of an external face as the rootof the inclusion treeT.
In Fig. 3.1.c the faces of the skeletons are labelled with thecorresponding lowest
connecting clusters.

Now we relate the above definitions to the c-planar embeddings. In the following
when we refer to a planar embedding of a pertinent graph we always suppose that it
has its poles on the external face.

Theorem 8 A planar embedding of a c-connected clustered graph is c-planar iff it
does not exist a cycle c that encloses an edge e such that ac(e) ≺ ac(c).

Proof. The idea of the proof of necessity is thatac(e) ≺ ac(c) implies that the region
of the drawing representingac(c) would enclose the region representing a proper an-
cestor ofac(c). The sufficiency is proved by observing that ifc andedo not exist, then
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there exists a drawing such that the enclosure relationships of the regions representing
the clusters respect the inclusion tree.

Let C(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph. First, we prove that if a planar
embeddingΓ of G is c-planar then every cyclec of Γ does not enclose any edgeesuch
thatac(e) ≺ ac(c). Suppose that there exist inΓ a cyclec and an edgee such thate
is enclosed inc and thatac(e) ≺ ac(c). It follows that the regionR(α) representing
the allocation clusterα of c encloses an edge whose allocation clusterβ is a proper
ancestor ofα. SinceG(α) is connected and sinceΓ is planar, thenR(β) is enclosed in
R(α) and soΓ is not c-planar.

Now, in the hypothesis thatΓ is a planar embedding ofG such that every cycle
c of Γ does not enclose any edgee with ac(e) ≺ ac(c), we prove thatΓ is c-planar.
Construct any planar drawing ofG with embeddingΓ and draw any regionR(γ) rep-
resenting a clusterγ of T so thatR(γ) “surrounds”G(γ), i.e.,R(γ) contains any vertex
and edge ofG(γ) and does not contain a vertex or an edge ofG−G(γ). The obtained
drawingD of C is a c-planar drawing. Namely, sinceD is a planar drawing then it
has no edge crossings; further, the construction of the regions and the c-connectivity
of C implies thatD has no edge-region crossings. It remains to show thatD does not
contain two regionsR(α) andR(β), respectively associated to clustersα andβ of T,
such that: (i)R(α) enclosesR(β) and (ii) α is not an ancestor ofβ. This is done by
showing that if there exist inD regionsR(α) andR(β) that verify conditions (i) and
(ii), then there exists a cyclec of Γ that encloses an edgee such thatac(e) ≺ ac(c).

By the construction of the regions, there exists inD a cyclec belonging toG(α)
that encloses the subgraphG∗ = G(β). If β is a proper ancestor ofα then trivially
ac(e) ≺ ac(c), for some edgee∈ G∗. Otherwise, consider the subgraphG′ of G that
is insidec in D, wherec ∈ G′. By the c-connectivity ofC, G′ is connected. Sinceα
is not an ancestor ofβ and sinceβ is not a proper ancestor ofα thenα andβ are not
comparable. This implies that the allocation cluster ofG′ is a proper ancestor of both
c andG∗, that isac(G′) ≺ ac(c) andac(G′) ≺ ac(G∗). By Property 3 there exists at
least one edgee∈ G′ such thatac(e) = ac(G′). Edgeecan not be part ofc and so it is
enclosed inc. Hence, we obtainac(e) = ac(G′)≺ ac(c), so we derived a contradiction
and this concludes the proof. 2

Given a nodeµ of the SPQR-treeT of the underlying graphG of the clustered
graphC(G,T), an embedding ofskeleton(µ) is c-planarif every cyclecof skeleton(µ)
does not enclose an edgee of skeleton(µ) with lcc(e) ≺ lcc(c). Intuitively, the c-
planarity of a skeleton is the one of the embedded graph obtained by substituting each
edge of the skeleton with its lowest connecting path.

Lemma 1 If an embeddingΓ of skeleton(µ) is c-planar then for any cycle c inΓ and
for any face f inside c we have that lcc(c) � lcc( f ).
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The proof of Lemma 1 is analogous to the one of Theorem 8.
Given a virtual edgee= (u,v) and a c-planar embeddingΓ of pertinent(e), a low-

est connecting paths of e separatespertinent(e) into two embedded subgraphs each
containings. We call highest side hs(Γ,s) and lowest side ls(Γ,s) such subgraphs,
whereac(hs(Γ,s)) � ac(ls(Γ,s)). By Property 2 we have:

Property 5 ac(hs(Γ,s)) = ac(pertinent(e)).

Hence, the value ofac(hs(Γ,s)) does not depend on the choice of the c-planar
embeddingΓ and of s and we can define thehighest side clusterof e, hsc(e) =
ac(pertinent(e)).

Lemma 2 The value of ac(ls(Γ,s)) does not depend on the choice of s.

Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exist two different lowest connecting
pathss1 ands2, with lcc(s1)= lcc(s2)= γ, such thatα = ac(ls(Γ,s1)), β = ac(ls(Γ,s2)),
andα 6= β. By Property 2, we have thatα andβ are comparable. Assume, w.l.o.g,
thatα ≺ β � γ. Then, there exist an edgee1 such thatac(e1) = α. Edgee1 belongs to
ls(Γ,s1) and does not belong tols(Γ,s2), thene1 is necessarily enclosed in a simple
cycleccomposed by subpaths1 of s1 and subpaths2 of s2 (see Fig. 3.3). By Property 2,
lcc(s1) andlcc(s2) are comparable. By construction,lcc(c)= min{lcc(s1), lcc(s2)}�
γ ≻ α. Hence, by Theorem 8,Γ would be a non-c-planar embedding, contradicting
the hypothesis. 2

Due to Lemma 2 we can define thelowest side clusterof Γ lsc(Γ) = ac(ls(Γ,s)) and
the lowest side clusterof e, lsc(e) = maxΓ{lsc(Γ)}. Observe that the definitions of
hsc(e) and of lsc(e) hold only if pertinent(e) is c-planar. For technical reasons if
pertinent(e) is not c-planar we definehsc(e) = lsc(e) =⊥, where⊥ is by convention
a proper ancestor of any cluster. See Fig. 3.4 for an example.As another example,
Fig. 3.1 contains, for each virtual edgeeof the represented skeletons, a triple describ-
ing lcc(e), lsc(e), andhsc(e), respectively.

Property 6 For each edge e of the skeleton of a node ofT , hsc(e) � lsc(e) � lcc(e).

Property 7 Let c be a cycle of virtual edges in a skeleton of a node ofT and let e
be an edge of c. We have that lcc(c) is comparable with lcc(e), with lsc(e), and with
hsc(e).

Property 8 Let e= (u,v) be a virtual edge. Suppose that pertinent(e) is c-planar.
Then in any c-planar embeddingΓ of pertinent(e) and for any lowest connecting path
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s of e there exist two edges e1 ∈ hs(Γ,s) and e2 ∈ ls(Γ,s) such that ac(e1) = hsc(e)
and ac(e2) � lsc(e). Also, if hsc(e) ≺ lcc(e) then there exists an edge e1 ∈ hs(Γ,s)
such that ac(e1) = hsc(e) and e1 6∈ s. Similarly, if lsc(e) ≺ lcc(e) then there exists
e2 ∈ ls(Γ,s) such that ac(e2) � lsc(e) and e2 6∈ s.

Two comparable virtual edgese1 ande2 of a skeleton of a node ofT areincompat-
ible when, assuming w.l.o.g.lcc(e1) � lcc(e2), one of the following conditions hold:
(i) lcc(e1) ≺ lcc(e2) andhsc(e2) ≺ lcc(e1); (ii) lcc(e1) = lcc(e2), hsc(e1) ≺ lcc(e1),
andhsc(e2) ≺ lcc(e2).

For example, the skeleton of the P-node shown in Fig. 3.1.c has three virtual edges
that are pairwise compatible. Now we can formulate the characterization.

Theorem 9 Let C(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph where G is planar and
biconnected, and letT be the SPQR tree of G rooted at an edge whose allocation
cluster is the root of T . C is c-planar if and only if for each node µ ofT the following
conditions are true:

1. If µ is an R node then the embedding of skeleton(µ) is c-planar and each edge
e of skeleton(µ) is incident to two faces f1 and f2 such that the lowest connect-
ing cluster of f1 is an ancestor of the highest side cluster of e and the lowest
connecting cluster of f2 is an ancestor of the lowest side cluster of e.

2. If µ is a P node then

a) it does not exist a set of three edges of skeleton(µ) that are pairwise in-
compatible and

b) there exists at most one edge e∗ of skeleton(µ) such that the lowest side
cluster of e∗ is a proper ancestor of the lowest connecting cluster of e∗ and
if there exists such e∗ then for each edge e6= e∗ of skeleton(µ) the lowest
connecting cluster of e is an ancestor of the lowest side cluster of e∗.

Proof of the Sufficiency

The sufficiency of the conditions of Theorem 9 can be proved bystructural induction
starting from the leaves ofT . For each leafµ (Q node) ofT , pertinent(µ) is trivially
c-planar. We prove the inductive step by considering any non-leaf nodeµ with chil-
drenµ1,µ2, . . . ,µk. Namely, we suppose that their pertinent graphs are c-planar and
argument that, if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied, then alsopertinent(µ) is
c-planar. This is done by means of two lemmas, one for theR nodes and the other
for theP nodes. The lemma for theR nodes is valid for all nodes whose skeleton has
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a fixed embedding and so it is formulated in the most general setting. The case of
the S nodes is trivial. A special lemma describes the situation ofthe root ofT and
completes the proof of sufficiency.

Lemma 3 Let µ be a node ofT and letΓµ be a c-planar embedding of skeleton(µ).
If (i) the pertinent graphs of the children of µ are c-planar,and (ii) each edge e of
skeleton(µ) is incident to two faces f1 and f2 of Γµ such that lcc( f1) � hsc(e) and
lcc( f2) � lsc(e), then pertinent(µ) is c-planar.

Proof. Let e1,e2, . . . ,ek be the edges ofskeleton(µ) and consider for eachei , i =
1, . . . ,k, a c-planar embeddingΓi of pertinent(ei) such thatlsc(Γi) = lsc(ei).

Denoting by fi1 and fi2 the faces ofΓµ incident toei , construct an embeddingΓ
of pertinent(µ) by turning eachΓi , i = 1, . . . ,k, so thaths(Γi ,si) is toward fi1 and
ls(Γi ,si) is toward fi2 with lcc( fi1) � hsc(ei) andlcc( fi2) � lsc(e). The second con-
dition of the lemma makes this possible.

By supposing thatΓµ is c-planar, we show thatΓ is also c-planar, that is for any
cyclec of Γ and any edgee that is enclosed inc we haveac(c) � ac(e) (see Theo-
rem 8).

We denote bye∗ = (v1,v2) the edge ofskeleton(µ) containinge in pertinent(e∗)
and we denote byf ∗1 and f ∗2 the faces incident toe∗ in Γµ for which lcc( f ∗1 ) � hsc(e∗)
andlcc( f ∗2 )� lsc(e∗). LetΓ∗ be the embedding ofpertinent(e∗) in Γ. We also denote
by c∗ the cycle inΓµ whose edgesei contain in

S

(pertinent(ei)) all the edges ofc.
Edgee∗ may be part ofc∗ or can be enclosed inc∗. In both cases at least one of

f ∗1 and f ∗2 is enclosed byc∗. If c∗ enclosesf ∗1 , we havehsc(e∗) � ac(e) by definition
of hsc(e∗), lcc( f ∗1 ) � hsc(e∗) by hypothesis and by the construction ofΓ, lcc(c∗) �
lcc( f ∗1 ) by Lemma 1, andac(c) � lcc(c∗) by definition of lowest connecting cluster.
Hence,ac(c) � lcc(c∗) � lcc( f ∗1 ) � hsc(e∗) � ac(e).

If c∗ enclosesf ∗2 (and does not enclosef ∗1 ), consider a lowest connecting paths
of e∗ and the pathp ⊂ c betweenv1 andv2 in pertinent(e∗). If e∈ ls(Γ∗,s) then
lsc(e∗) � ac(e) by definition of lsc(e∗), lcc( f ∗2 ) � lsc(e∗) by hypothesis and by the
construction ofΓ, lcc(c∗) � lcc( f ∗2 ) by Lemma 1, andac(c) � lcc(c∗) by definition
of lowest connecting cluster, soac(c) � lcc(c∗) � lcc( f ∗2 ) � lsc(e∗) � ac(e). If e∈
hs(Γ∗,s) then there exists a simple cyclec formed byp ands, or by a part of them,
such thate is enclosed by or is part ofc. In both cases the c-planarity ofΓ∗ implies
thatac(c) � ac(e). Also, ac(p) � ac(c) (ac(p) is an ancestor ofac(s) and ofac(c))
and sincep is part ofc ac(c) � ac(p). Soac(c) � ac(p) � ac(c) � ac(e). 2

Lemma 4 Let µ be a P node such that the pertinent graphs of its childrenare c-
planar. Suppose that: (i) it does not exist a set of three edges of skeleton(µ) that are
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pairwise incompatible, (ii) there exists at most one edge e∗ of skeleton(µ) such that
lsc(e∗) ≺ lcc(e∗), and (iii) if there exists e∗ then each edge e6= e∗ of skeleton(µ) is
such that lcc(e) � lsc(e∗). Then pertinent(µ) is c-planar

Proof. First, observe that all the edges ofskeleton(µ) are pairwise comparable since
they share the poles. Subdivide the edges ofskeleton(µ) into two ordered setsIL =
{l1, l2, . . . , lp} andIR = {r1, r2, . . . , rq} such that all the edges inIL (in IR) are pairwise
compatible. This partition exists sinceskeleton(µ) does not contain three pairwise in-
compatible edges. Also the edges inIL (in IR) are ordered so thatlcc(lp)� lcc(lp−1)�
. . .� lcc(l1) (lcc(rq) � lcc(rq−1) � . . . � lcc(r1)). If two or more edgesl i , l i+1, . . . , lm
(r j , r j+1, . . . , rn) in IL (in IR) have the same lowest connecting cluster, they are ordered
so thathsc(lm) � hsc(lm−1) � . . . � hsc(l i) (hsc(rn) � hsc(rn−1) � . . . � hsc(r j)). If
two or more edgesl i (r j ) in IL (in IR) have the same lowest connecting cluster and the
same highest side cluster, they are ordered in any way.

Consider the embeddingΓµ of skeleton(µ) obtained by placing its edges in the
orderI = {lp, . . . , l1, r1, . . . , rq}. We show thatskeleton(µ) is c-planar. This is done by
considering three edgese1,e2,e3 that appear in this order inΓµ and by proving that
the lowest connecting cluster of the cyclec = {e1,e3} is an ancestor of the lowest
connecting cluster ofe2. If e1 ande3 are both inIL (in IR), thenlcc(c) = lcc(e1) �
lcc(e2) (resp. lcc(c) = lcc(e3) � lcc(e2)). Otherwisee1 ∈ IL ande3 ∈ IR. Suppose
e2 ∈ IL (e2 ∈ IR), lcc(c) � lcc(e1) � lcc(e2) (resp.lcc(c) � lcc(e3) � lcc(e2)).

We now show thatΓµ is such that each edgee of skeleton(µ) is incident to two
faces f1 and f2 such thatlcc( f1) � hsc(e) and lcc( f2) � lsc(e). The internal faces
of Γµ consist of two edges that are consecutive inI . We denote by{e1,e2} an inter-
nal face ofΓµ between edgese1 ande2. We have thatlcc({l i , l i+1}) = lcc(l i+1), for
1≤ i < p, and thatlcc({r j , r j+1}) = lcc(r j+1), for 1≤ j < q. Sincel i and l i+1, for
1 ≤ i < p (r j andr j+1, for 1≤ j < q), are compatible, thenlcc({l i , l i+1}) � hsc(l i)
(lcc({r j , r j+1}) � hsc(r j)). Also denoting byfe the external face ofΓµ we clearly
havelcc( fe)� hsc(lp) andlcc( fe)� hsc(rq). By the second condition on theP nodes
there exists at most one edgee∗ such thatlsc(e∗) ≺ lcc(e∗), and solcc( f2) � lsc(e)
can be violated only fore= e∗. By the ordering of the edges inΓ(µ), we have that
eithere∗ = r1 or e∗ = l1. W.l.o.g. suppose thate∗ = r1. By the third condition on
the P nodeslcc({l1, r1}) � lcc(l1) � lsc(r1). By Lemma 3 we can conclude that
pertinent(µ) is c-planar. 2

Lemma 5 Let C(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph and let(u,v) be an edge of
G such that ac(u,v) is the root of T . If C(G− (u,v),T) admits a c-planar embedding
with u and v on the external face, then C is c-planar.
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Proof. Sinceac((u,v)) is the root ofT, it is easy to see that(u,v) cannot create cycles
enclosing an edge whose allocation cluster is a proper ancestor of the allocation cluster
of the cycle. Hence, by Theorem 8,C admits a c-planar embedding obtained by adding
(u,v) to the one ofC(G− (u,v),T). 2

The above lemma completes the proof of sufficiency.

Proof of the Necessity

The proof of the necessity of Theorem 9 is split into five lemmas, that, considered
altogether, constitute a complete proof. Before giving such lemmas, we discuss the
following issue: how limiting is the choice of rootingT to a specific edge whose
allocation cluster is the root ofT? The answer is in the following theorem.

Theorem 10 Let C(G,T) be a c-connected c-planar clustered graph and letΓ be any
c-planar embedding of C. Let e be an edge whose allocation cluster is the root of
T . Change the external face ofΓ choosing as external any face containing e. The
resulting planar embedding is still c-planar.

Proof. Let f be the external face ofΓ and letΓ′ be the embedding ofC derived fromΓ
with external faceg containinge. By contradiction, suppose thatΓ′ is not c-planar. By
Theorem 8, there exists inΓ′ a cyclec that encloses an edgeesuch thatac(e)≺ ac(c).
Note that,ac(c) cannot be the root ofT, hence we have alsoac(e) ≺ ac(c). Consider
c and f in Γ′, either (i)c enclosesf and separatesf from g or (ii) c does not encloses
f and hencef andg are not separated byc. In the first case,Γ cannot be c-planar
since in this embeddingc enclosese. In the second case,Γ cannot be c-planar since
in this embeddingc enclosese. In both cases we have a contradiction. 2

Now we start the proof of the necessity. The first two lemmas are aimed to prove
the necessity of the conditions on the skeletons of theR nodes.

Lemma 6 Let µ be an R node ofT such that the conditions of Theorem 9 are satisfied
for all nodes of the subtree rooted at µ but for µ itself. Namely, suppose that the
embedding of skeleton(µ) with its poles on the external face is not c-planar. Then C
is not c-planar.

Proof. Because of the non c-planarity, the unique embedding ofskeleton(µ) with its
polesu andv on the external face contains a cyclec∗ that encloses an edgee∗ such
that lcc(e∗) ≺ lcc(c∗). It is possible to find in each embedding ofpertinent(µ) a
cycle c corresponding toc∗ by substituting each virtual edgee∗ of c∗ with a lowest
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connecting path ofe∗. By the definition of lowest connecting path,ac(c) = lcc(c∗).
Also, by the definition oflcc(e∗) we have thatpertinent(e∗) contains an edgee with
ac(e) = lcc(e∗). Sinceµ is anR node, in any embedding ofpertinent(µ) e lies inside
c. So, because of Theorem 8,pertinent(µ) is not c-planar with(u,v) on the external
face andC is not c-planar with the root ofT on the external face. By Theorem 10 it
follows thatC is not c-planar. 2

Lemma 7 Let µ be an R node ofT such that the conditions of Theorem 9 are sat-
isfied for all nodes of the subtree rooted at µ but for µ itself.Namely, suppose that
skeleton(µ) contains an edge e incident to two faces f1 and f2 (lcc( f1) � lcc( f2))
with hsc(e) ≺ lcc( f1) or lsc(e) ≺ lcc( f2), then C is not c-planar.

Proof. Concatenating the lowest connecting paths of the edges composing f1 ( f2), we
can find inpertinent(µ) a cyclec1 (c2) corresponding tof1 ( f2) of skeleton(µ) with
ac(c1) = lcc( f1) (ac(c2) = lcc( f2)). Due to Property 8 there exist two edgese1 and
e2 of pertinent(e) such thatac(e1) = hsc(e), ac(e2) � lsc(e) and that eithere1 lies
insidec1 ande2 lies insidec2 or e1 lies insidec2 ande2 lies insidec1. In both cases
we have a cyclec that contains an edgee such thatac(e) ≺ ac(c), so pertinent(µ) is
not c-planar with(u,v) on the external face andC is not c-planar with the root ofT
on the external face. By Theorem 10 it follows thatC is not c-planar. 2

The next three lemmas are to prove the necessity of the conditions of Theorem 9
on the skeletons of theP nodes.

Lemma 8 Let µ be a P node ofT such that the conditions of Theorem 9 are sat-
isfied for all nodes of the subtree rooted at µ but for µ itself.Namely, suppose that
skeleton(µ) contains three edges e1,e2,e3 that are pairwise incompatible, then C is
not c-planar.

Proof. Consider any embedding ofskeleton(µ) and suppose, w.l.o.g., thate1,e2, and
e3 are embedded in this order around the poles. Consider a cyclec of pertinent(µ)
composed by a lowest connecting path ofe1 and by a lowest connecting path ofe3. We
have thatlcc(c) is the lowest common ancestor oflcc(e1) and lcc(e3). By applying
Property 8 it is possible to find an edgee∈ pertinent(e2) such thatac(e) = hsc(e2).
Sincee2 is incompatible with bothe1 ande3 we haveac(e)= hsc(e2)≺ lcc(c). Hence,
pertinent(µ) is not c-planar with(u,v) on the external face andC is not c-planar with
the root ofT on the external face. By Theorem 10 it follows thatC is not c-planar.2

Lemma 9 Let µ be a P node ofT such that the conditions of Theorem 9 are sat-
isfied for all nodes of the subtree rooted at µ but for µ itself.Namely, suppose that
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skeleton(µ) contains two edges e∗1 and e∗2 with lsc(e∗1)≺ lcc(e∗1) and lsc(e∗2)≺ lcc(e∗2),
then C is not c-planar.

Proof. Consider a lowest connecting pathp1 of e∗1 and a lowest connecting pathp2

of e∗2. Let c be the cycle obtained by concatenatingp1 andp2; we have thatlcc(c) is
the lowest common ancestor oflcc(e∗1) andlcc(e∗2). W.l.o.g. we assume thatlcc(c) =
lcc(e∗1). By Property 8 in any embedding ofpertinent(e∗1) there exist edgese1 and
e2 that are separated byp1 and are such thatac(e1) = hsc(e∗1) andac(e2) � lsc(e∗1).
One betweene1 ande2 is enclosed byc. By the above inequalitiesac(e1) ≺ lcc(c),
ac(e2)≺ lcc(c), and hencepertinent(µ) is not c-planar with(u,v) on the external face
andC is not c-planar with the root ofT on the external face. By Theorem 10 it follows
thatC is not c-planar. 2

Lemma 10 Let µ be a P node ofT such that the conditions of Theorem 9 are sat-
isfied for all nodes of the subtree rooted at µ but for µ itself.Namely, suppose that
skeleton(µ) contains an edge e∗ with lsc(e∗) ≺ lcc(e∗) and an edge e6= e∗ such that
lsc(e∗) ≺ lcc(e), then C is not c-planar.

Proof. By Property 6 we have thathsc(e∗) ≺ lcc(e). Consider a lowest connecting
pathpe∗ of e∗, a lowest connecting pathpe of e, and the cyclec = pe∗ ∪ pe; lcc(c) is
the lowest common ancestor oflcc(e∗) andlcc(e). By Property 8 in any embedding
of pertinent(e∗) there exist edgese1 ande2 that are separated bype∗ and are such
thatac(e1) = hsc(e∗) andac(e2) � lsc(e∗). One betweene1 ande2 is enclosed byc.
By the above inequalitiesac(e1) ≺ lcc(c), ac(e2) ≺ lcc(c), and hence with(u,v) on
the external face andC is not c-planar with the root ofT on the external face. By
Theorem 10 it follows thatC is not c-planar. 2

The above lemma completes the proof of necessity of Theorem 9.

3.2 Characterization of the C-Planarity of General C-connected
Clustered Graphs

In this section we extend the characterization given in Section 3.1 to general c-connected
clustered graphs.

Theorem 11 Let C(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph and letB be the BC-tree
of G rooted at a blockν that contains an edge e whose allocation cluster is the root
of T . C is c-planar if and only if each block µ ofB admits a c-planar embedding
Γµ such that the parent cut-vertex of µ (if any) is on the external face ofΓµ and each
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child cut-vertexρi of µ is incident to a face fi whose lowest connecting cluster is an
ancestor of the allocation cluster of pertinent(ρi).

Proof. First, we show the sufficiency of the conditions. Suppose each blockµ admits
an embeddingΓµ respecting the above conditions. We show how to build a c-planar
embeddingΓG of G, by suitably merging the embeddingsΓµ. We traverse top-down
B starting at its rootν. Let µ be the current block, and letµ1,µ2, . . . ,µk be the blocks
whose parent cutverticesρ1,ρ2, . . . ,ρk (not necessarily distinct) are children ofµ. We
select a facefi of Γµ incident toρi and whose lowest connecting cluster is an ancestor
of the allocation cluster of pertinent(ρi). We embedΓµi into fi identifying the two
instances ofρi in µ and µi. Distinct children of the same cutvertex are embedded
in such a way that one does not enclose the other. Now we show that the obtained
embeddingΓG is c-planar. Suppose, by contradiction, thatΓG is not c-planar. Letp
be a simple cycle enclosing an edgee with ac(e) ≺ ac(p). Observe that, sincep is
simple, all edges ofp are contained into the same blockµ∗. If e also belongs toµ∗,
thenΓµ∗ is not c-planar, contradicting the hypothesis. Otherwise,supposeebelongs to
pertinent(ρi), whereρi is a child cutvertex ofµ∗. Hence,ac(pertinent(ρi)) � ac(e).
By construction,ac( fi) � ac(pertinent(ρi)). Since each edge offi belongs or is in-
ternal top, Theorem 8 ensures thatac(p)� ac( fi). Therefore, we haveac(p)� ac(e)
contradicting the hypothesis thatac(e) ≺ ac(p).

It is trivial that the c-planarity of the blocks of the BC-tree is a necessary condition
for the c-planarity ofC. Also, by Theorem 10, the choice of rootingB to a nodeν
containing an edgeewhose allocation cluster is the root ofT, and the choice of rooting
Tν to eare not limiting, that is if a c-planar embeddingΓG of G exists, then there exists
also a c-planar embedding ofG with e on the external face. This leads to assume
that ΓG hase on the external face. In order to show the necessity of the other two
conditions, suppose that a blockµ∗ 6= ν does not admit a c-planar embedding with its
parent cutvertex on the external face. Then the blocks that are ancestors ofµ∗ have to
be embedded insideµ∗ and soecannot be on the external face ofΓG, contradicting the
hypothesis. Now suppose that a child cutvertexρi of µ is such thatac(pertinent(ρi))≺
ac( f j) for each facef j of Γµ incident toρi . By Property 3pertinent(ρi) contains an
edgeei such thatac(ei) = ac(pertinent(ρi)). So embeddingpertinent(ρi) insideµ
creates a cyclef j containing an edgeei such thatac(ei) ≺ ac( f j ), while embeddingµ
inside any embedding ofpertinent(ρi) implies thatecannot be on the external face of
ΓG, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence,C is not c-planar withe on the external face
and by Theorem 10 it follows thatC is not c-planar. 2
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Figure 3.1: Clustered graph. (a) Underlying graph. (b) Inclusion tree. (c) SPQR-tree.
The boxes contain the skeletons of selected nodes. The triple on each virtual edge
representslcc(e), lsc(e), andhsc(e), respectively. Faces of skeletons are labeled with
their lcc.
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Figure 3.2: Lowest connecting paths and clusters. (a) A virtual edgee = (u,v). (b)
Graphpertinent(e); the thick lines show the lowest connecting pathp1. (c) TreeT
restricted to the clusters inpertinent(e).
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Figure 3.4: (a) A virtual edgee= (u,v). (b) Graphpertinent(e). (c) TreeT restricted
to the clusters inpertinent(e). We have thatlcc(e) = δ, lsc(e) = β, andhsc(e) = α.
If the edgee′ is removed frompertinent(e) thenlsc(e) becomesδ.
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Chapter 4

A Linear Time Test for C-Connected
Graphs

This chapter proposes a linear time c-planarity testing andembedding algorithm for
c-connected clustered graphs. [CDF+06b] The algorithm is based on the character-
ization proposed in Chapter 3.

4.1 Testing and Embedding Algorithm: Biconnected Case

In this section we describe a linear time algorithm for testing the c-planarity and com-
puting a c-planar embedding for c-connected clustered graphs whose underlying graph
is biconnected. First, we show in Section 4.1 how the c-planarity characterizations
given in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be modified in such a way to produce conditions
that are easy to check in linear time. Then, we provide an overview of the algorithm
in Section 4.1. Sections 4.1 and 4.1 contain the descriptionof the two main phases of
the algorithm.

Encoding the Cluster Hierarchy

The characterizations provided by Theorems 8, 9 and 11 only require to test if a cluster
is an ancestor or proper ancestor of another cluster. In fact, we only need to perform
comparisons between clusters that are comparable, i.e., that lie on the same path from
the root to a leaf ofT.

Let ψ be a function associating each nodeµ of T to a valueψ(µ) such thatψ(µ) >
ψ(ν), if ν is the parent ofµ. We can recast the c-planarity conditions by replacing
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4. A L INEAR TIME TEST FORC-CONNECTEDGRAPHS

each condition onT with comparisons between suitable values ofψ. In the following
we adopt as functionψ(µ) thedepth, denotedd(µ) where the depth of the root ofT is
zero andd(µ) = d(ν)+1 if ν is the parent ofµ.

Observe that the use of the depth instead of the allocation cluster allows to re-
place several definitions given on the treeT with depth values. Namely, the lowest
connecting clusterlcc(e) of a virtual edgee can be replaced by its depth. We denote
the value ofd(lcc(e)) by d(e). Analogously, the lowest connecting clusterlcc( f )
of a face f can be replaced by its depthd(lcc( f )), denotedd( f ). In a similar way
we define thehighest (lowest) side depthof a virtual edgee ashsd(e) = d(hsc(e))
(lsd(e) = d(lsc(e)).

According to the above definitions, both the incompatibility of two edges and the
conditions of Theorems 9 and 11, can be restated by replacingeach occurrence of≺
and� with < and≤, respectively, and by replacing each occurrence ofac(·), lcc(·),
hsc(·), andlsc(·) with d(·), d(·), hsd(·), andlsd(·), respectively.

Overview of the Algorithm

The input of the algorithm is a c-connected clustered graphC(G,T) such thatG is
biconnected and planar. The output of the algorithm is a c-planar embedding ofC or
a node of the SPQR-treeT for which the c-planarity conditions are not verified. The
algorithm consists of two phases that are sketched below andfully described in the
following sections.

Preprocessing.This phase consists of three steps.

SPQR-tree Decomposition.First, we compute the depth of each edgee of G.
Second, we compute an SPQR-treeT of G rooted at any edgeer of depth
zero.

Skeleton-Labelling. We label each non-virtual edgee of the skeletons ofT
with the three labelsd(e) = hsd(e) = lsd(e), which are equal to the depth
of the corresponding edge ofG. Each virtual edgee is labeled withd(e)
andhsd(e) only, by performing a suitable bottom-up traversal ofT .

Edges-Sorting. We sort the edges of eachP node ofT with respect to the
value of their depth and, secondarily, with respect to theirhighest side
depth. The rationale for this sort will be clear later.

Embedding-Construction. We perform a bottom-up traversal ofT . We check if a
non-planarity condition is verified for the current nodeµ, and in this case we
returnµ, which is a node ofT , such that the pertinent graphs of its children are
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c-planar butpertinent(µ) is not. Otherwise, we compute a c-planar embedding
of skeleton(µ), and compute the valuelsd(e) for the virtual edgee which rep-
resentsµ in the skeleton of the parentµ′ of µ. Finally, we construct the c-planar
embedding of the whole graph by means of a top-down traversalof T .

The Preprocessing Phase

The depth of each edge is computed in constant time with a lowest common ancestor
query performed with the data structure in [SV88]. TheSPQR-tree Decomposition
step can be performed in linear time [GM01].

In theSkeleton-Labellingstep, we perform a bottom-up traversal ofT . Let µ be
the current node. Based on the values ofd(e) andhsd(e) of the edges of skeleton(µ),
we compute the values ofd(e′) andhsd(e′) for the virtual edgee′ which representsµ
in the skeleton of its parentµ′. The value ofhsd(e′) is the minimum of the highest
side depth of the edges ofµ. It is easy to see that ifµ is an S-node (P-node),d(e′)
is the minimum (maximum) of the depths of the edges ofµ. If µ is an R-node, the
computation ofd(e′) requires a more detailed analysis of skeleton(µ).

Lemma 11 Let µ be an R-node and let MST be a maximum spanning tree of skeleton(µ),
where the edges are weighted with their depth. The depth of the path with maximum
depth between the poles of µ is the minimum depth of the edges in the unique path p
in MST between the poles of skeleton(µ).

Proof. By definition the depthd(p) is equal tod(lcc(p)), i.e., the minimum depth of
its edges. Lete be an edge ofp with depthd(e) = d(p). Suppose, for contradiction,
that there is a second pathp′ with d(p′) > d(e) = d(p). All edges inp′ have depth
greater ofd(e). Whene is removed,MST splits into two treesTu andTv, one contain-
ing the poleu and the other containing the polev. Each vertex of skeleton(µ) either
falls into Tu or into Tv. Sincep′ connectsu with v it necessarily contains an edgee′

which joins a vertex inTu with a vertex inTv. If e′ is chosen to replacee, Tu andTv are
joined into treeT, which has weight greater thanMST, contradicting the hypothesis
thatMST is the maximum spanning tree. 2

Since skeleton(µ) is planar and weighted with integer values, a maximum span-
ning tree can be constructed in linear time (see for example [CT74, Mat95]) with
respect to the size of skeleton(µ). Hence, because of Lemma 11 the wholeSkeleton-
Labelling step can be performed in linear time.

TheEdges-Sortingstep requires special care. In fact, if we performed a separate
bucket sort for eachP node, since there are instances where the depth hasO(n) values,
wheren is the number of vertices ofG, in the worst case we spent quadratic time.
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Hence, we do the following. First, we construct a unique setEP of the virtual edges
of all the P nodes, eache labelled withd(e), hsd(e), and with itsP node. Second,
we perform a bucket sort ofEP with respect tohsd(e). Third, we perform a second
bucket sort with respect tod(e) considering the virtual edges in the order obtained by
the first sort. At this point we have that the elements ofEP are sorted according to the
value of their depth and, secondarily, with respect to theirhighest side depth. Finally,
we scanEP and distribute the edges in their proper skeletons. All thisrequires linear
time.

The Embedding-Construction Phase

In theEmbedding-Construction phase we first perform a bottom-up traversal ofT

in which the c-planarity conditions are verified for each node µ andT is decorated
with suitable embedding descriptors. Secondly, we performa top-down traversal ofT
producing a c-planar embedding for graphG taking into account the values computed
for each nodeµ of T .

Let µ be the current node in the bottom-up traversal ofT , let u andv be its poles
(assumed arbitrarily ordered at the beginning of the computation), and lete′ be the
virtual edge which representsµ in the skeleton of its parentµ′ and lethigh(e′) be
a label associated to it. Supposeskeleton(µ) has been embedded and letΓµ be its
c-planar embedding. We denoteright (left) the side that remains on the right (left)
hand when traversing clockwise (counterclockwise) the external face ofΓµ from v to
u. When computingΓµ we assign tohigh(e′) a value in{right, le f t} which denotes
which one between the right and left sides ofΓµ corresponds inpertinent(µ) to a
path containing an edgee with d(e) = hsd(e′). Hence, when processing nodeµ′, we
usehigh(e′) to compute the Boolean value off lip(µ), that specifies ifΓµ has to be
reversed when inserted intoΓµ′ in the final top-down traversal.

Provided that the conditions stated in Theorem 9 hold for node µ, we compute an
embeddingΓµ of skeleton(µ) (if more than one embedding is possible) and the values
f lip(µ1), . . . , f lip(µk) for its children nodesµ1, . . . ,µk, in such a way to minimize
lsd(e′). In the following it is specified howS, P andR nodes are processed.

Embedding Construction for SNodes.

If µ is an S-node skeleton(µ) has a fixed embedding. We setf lip(µ1), . . . , f lip(µk) so
that the correspondinghigh(e1), . . . ,high(ek) are turned towards the same side ofΓµ,
sayright. Consequently, the left side has minimum depthlsd(e′) = mini lsd(ei).
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Embedding Construction for R Nodes.

Supposeµ is anRnode, with childrenµ1, . . . ,µk. Let Γµ be the (unique) embedding of
skeleton(µ).

We have to test the c-planarity ofΓµ, and to verify that for each edgeeof skeleton(µ)
incident to two facesf1 and f2 of Γµ, with d( f1) ≤ d( f2), if d( f1) ≤ hsd(e) and
d( f2) ≤ lsd(e) (see Theorem 9).

Consider the plane graphG∗ obtained fromΓµ by splitting each edgeeof Γµ with
a vertex of depthd(e). It is easy to see that the embedding ofskeleton(µ) is c-planar
if and only if G∗ is c-planar.

In order to test the c-planarity of a c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), whereG
has a fixed embeddingΓ, we rely on Theorem 8. The statement of Theorem 8 requires
to check every cycle ofG in order to prove the c-planarity ofΓ. This, of course, is not
efficient, since we have an exponential number of cycles in a plane graph. Observe,
however, that the possible values ofac(c) are as many as the nodes ofT. Hence,
Theorem 8 can be reformulated as follows:

Lemma 12 An embeddingΓ of a c-connected clustered graph C(G,T) is c-planar
if and only if there is no nodeα of T such that G(α), induced by the vertices inα,
contains a cycle c that encloses an edge that is not in G(α).

LetC(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph whereG(V,E) is embedded, letdmax

be the height ofT, and letD(V ′,E′) be the dual graph ofG. For eache∈ E′, weight
e with the depth of the corresponding primal edge. For each integeri ∈ [0,dmax], we
define thei-restricted dual Di as the subgraph ofD containing only edges with weight
at mosti and no isolated vertex.

Theorem 12 Let C(G,T) be a c-connected clustered graph and let dmaxbe the height
of T . An embeddingΓ of G is c-planar if and only if:

1. for each integer i∈ [0,dmax], graph Di is connected and

2. an edge er of the root of T is on the external face.

Proof. First, we prove the necessity of Conditions 1 and 2. Suppose that no edge of
the root ofT is on the external face ofΓ. By Property 4 there is at least one edgeer of
the root ofT in G. Hence, the lowest common cluster of the edges on the external face
includes edgeer , and Theorem 8 applies. Suppose that the graphDk is not connected
for a depthk in [0,dmax]. Since by definitionDk has no isolated vertex, each connected
component ofDk contains at least one edge. Denote withCr the connected component
containing an edgeer on the external face and denote withe′ an edge contained into
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a connected componentC′ 6= Cr . Consider all edges ofD attached to a vertex ofC′

which are not inC′. These edges are not inDk and the corresponding edges ofG
form a cyclec. By Property 3, we have that edges inc can not be shared between two
clusters of levelk. Hence, there exists a clusterα of level k containing the cyclec
which separates edgeser ande′, not belonging toTα. Sinceer is on the external face,
e′ is enclosed byc and Lemma 12 applies.

On the contrary, suppose that the embeddingΓ is not c-planar. We show that both
Conditions 1 and 2 can not be verified. By Lemma 12 there existsa nodeα of T
such that the subtreeTα contains a cyclec that encloses an edgee which is not inTα.
Consider a pathp connectinge to c. By Property 3,p has an edgee′, enclosed inc,
that belongs to a proper ancestor ofα. By Condition 2 and by the fact thater is not
part ofc, we have thater is not enclosed byc. Hence, each path ofD connecting the
two edges corresponding toer ande′ uses at least one edge corresponding to an edge
of c. It follows thatDk is not connected. 2

A result similar to Theorem 12 has been presented in [Dah98].We have the fol-
lowing lemma.

Lemma 13 Let G be an embedded planar graph, let D be its dual with edges weighted
with the depths of the corresponding edges of G. Each i-restricted dual Di , with i ∈
[0,dmax], is connected if and only if the minimum spanning tree mST(D) of D, rooted
at any vertex vr of D0, is such that edges of non-decreasing weights are encountered
when traversing each path p from vr to a leaf.

Proof. First observe that thei-restricted dualsDi , for i ∈ [0,dmax], are the subgraphs
of D restricted to the faces and the edges with weight less or equal than i, where
each face is given the minimum weight of its incident edges. Also, observe that a
weighted graphH is connected if and only if it admits a (minimum) spanning forest
mSF(H) which is a single (minimum) spanning treemST(H). Therefore, in order
to check if eachDi is connected we could test whether it admits a minimum span-
ning treemST(Di). Further, since we weighted the edges ofD with the depth of the
corresponding edges ofG, we have thatmSF(Di) is a subgraph ofmST(Di+1).

If mSF(Di) is not connected for somei then each path inDk connecting two nodes
on two different components ofmSF(Di) uses at least one edge of weight greater than
i. Hence, all paths connectingvr to a nodev that belongs to a different component
(tree) ofmSF(Di) have at least one edge with weight greater thani. It follows that the
minimum weight path betweenvr andv is not monotonically non-decreasing. Suppose
now thatmST(Dk) has a pathp from vr to a leaf which is not monotonically non-
decreasing, i.e.,p contains at least a sequence of edges of weightj preceded by edge
e1 with weight w1 < j and followed by edgee2 with weight w2 < j. Let i be the
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maximum betweenw1 andw2. SincemSF(Di) is a subgraph ofmST(Dk), we have
that mSF(Di) containse1 and e2, but does not contain the pathp, hence it is not
connected. 2

The conditions of Lemma 13 can be used to check the c-planarity of the embedding
of the plane graphG∗ in linear time. LetD∗ be the dual ofG∗. We compute a minimum
spanning treemST(D∗) of D∗. AsD∗ is planar,mST(D∗) can be constructed inO(n∗),
wheren∗ is the number of nodes ofD∗ [CT74, Mat95]. Then, we easily check inO(n∗)
time that the depths are monotonically non-increasing whentraversingmST(D∗) from
the root to the leaves.

Consider each childrenµi corresponding toei . Edgeei is incident to two faces,f1
and f2 for which we assume w.l.o.g.d( f1) ≤ d( f2). If d( f1) > hsd(e) or d( f2) >
lsd(e) the algorithm fails since the graph is not c-planar. The value of high(µi)
identifies one of the two faces ofei , we call it fhigh. We distinguish two cases: (i)
fhigh is an internal face ofΓµ. If f1 = fhigh then we setf lip(µi) = f alse, otherwise
f lip(µi) = true. (ii) fhigh is the external face. We preferentially embed the lowest side
into an internal face. Namely, letflow be the opposite face offhigh with respect of
ei . If d( flow) ≤ hsd(e) then f lip(µi) = true otherwisef lip(µi) = f alse. This can be
done in linear time.

We computelsd(e′) andhigh(e′) in the following way. We consider the ordered
split pair{u,v} of e′ and we callbr (bl ) the path on the external face ofΓµ connecting
u to v clockwise (counterclockwise). For each edgeei on br (bl ), let wr,i (wl ,i) be the
depth of the side ofei to be turned towards the external face according tof lip(ei)
computed above anddr = mini wr,i (dl = mini wl ,i). If dl < dr , we setlsd(e′) = dr

andhigh(e′) = le f t otherwise we setlsd(e′) = dl andhigh(e′) = right. Observe that,
the procedure according to whichf lip(µi) are computed assures that the embedding
described is one with maximum value oflsd(e′) among the possible c-planar embed-
dings ofpertinent(e′).

Embedding Construction for P Nodes

If µ is a P node, we have to test the conditions stated in Theorem 9 forP nodes.
If all the conditions hold, we construct a c-planar embedding for skeleton(µ) which
maximizes the value oflsd(e′), otherwise the graph is not c-planar. Thanks to the
Preprocessingphase, we have a listI(µ) where all the virtual edges ofskeleton(µ)
appear ordered with respect to the�e relationship defined as follows: an edgee1

precedes e2 (e1 �e e2) if d(e1) > d(e2) or if d(e1) = d(e2) andhsd(e1) ≥ hsd(e2).
Condition (a) of Theorem 9 asks to check that skeleton(µ) does not contain three

pairwise incompatible edges. This can be done by considering the graph of the incom-
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patibilities between edges and checking whether this graphis bipartite. Lete1 be the
first element ofI(µ). Condition (b) of Theorem 9 asks to test for each edgee∈ I(µ),
with e 6= e1, if d(e) = lsd(e). Also, Condition (b) asks to test for each edgee∈ I(µ),
with e 6= e1, if d(e) ≤ lsd(e1). All these tests can be easily done in time linear in the
size of skeleton(µ).

The construction of the embedding ofskeleton(µ) consists of the computation
of the order of the edges ofµ. Namely, the proof of Theorem 9 ensures that a c-
planar embedding ofskeleton(µ) is such that edges are ordered into two sequences
IL = 〈el1 �e el2 �e . . . �e elp〉 andIR = 〈er1 �e er2 �e . . . �e erq〉, each one composed
by compatible edges. The fact that the incompatibility graph is bipartite ensure the
existence ofIL andIR. Further, since we want to maximize the value oflsd(e′), we
search for a particular pairIL andIR such that the difference between maxe∈IL hsd(e)
and maxe∈IR hsd(e) is maximized.

The computation ofIL andIR requires the use of the following lemma.

Lemma 14 Let I be a sequence of virtual edges ordered with respect to the �e re-
lationship, such that edges in I are pairwise compatible. Suppose e/∈ I is an edge
following all edges in I with respect to the�e relationship. If e is compatible with the
last edge in I then e is compatible with all edges in I.

Proof. Let elast be the last edge inI . Sincee is compatible withelast andelast �e e,
we have thatd(e) ≤ hsd(elast). Since all the edges inI are pairwise compatible, we
also have thatd(elast) is less or equal than the highest side depth of all edges inI . It
follows thatd(e) is less or equal than the highest side depth of each edge inI , and
thereforee is compatible with all edges inI . 2

We build two sequencesI1 andI2 by inserting one by one the edges ofI(µ) into
one of them. Namely, we start by insertinge1 in I1. Let ei be the current edge and
let e1,last ande2,last be the last inserted elements ofI1 and I2, respectively. Ifei is
incompatible with the last element of one of the two sequences we insert it into the
other sequence. Otherwise, ifei is compatible with bothe1,last ande2,last, then we
insert it into the sequence containing min{hsd(e1,last),hsd(e2,last)}. We setIL as the
reverse ofI1 andIR = I2.

Since we insert an edgeei into a sequence only ifei is compatible with the last
element of the sequence, and the sequences are ordered with respect to the�e rela-
tionship, Lemma 14 ensures that bothIL and IR contain pairwise compatible edges.
If an edgee is compatible with both the sequences, inserting it into thesequence
with smaller value of highest side depth on the last edge guarantees that the differ-
ence between maxe∈IL hsd(e) and maxe∈IR hsd(e) is maximized. In fact, the following
property holds:
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Testing and Embedding Algorithm: General Case

Property 9 Let I be a sequence of edges ordered with respect to the�e relationship,
such that edges in I are pairwise compatible. The last edge elast in I has hsd(elast) =
maxe∈I (hsd(e)).

According to the construction rules provided in the sufficiency proof of the char-
acterization given in Subsection 3.1, for each edgeei ∈ IL, we set f lip(ei) = true if
high(ei) = right, and f lip(ei) = f alseotherwise. Conversely, for each edgeei ∈ IR,
we set f lip(ei) = true if high(ei) = le f t, and f lip(ei) = f alseotherwise. Finally,
the value oflsd(e′) is maximum betweenhsd(el1) and lsd(erq). All the operations
performed on aP node can be clearly executed in linear time.

Finally, we compute the c-planar embedding ofG. We start with the current em-
bedding equal to the skeleton of the child of the root ofT and proceed by means of
a top-down traversal ofT . For each nodeµ of T with childrenµ1, . . . ,µk, the em-
beddings ofskeletons(µi) are merged into the current embedding. Iff lip(µi) = true
the embedding is flipped before the merge operation. This computation is linear since
each skeleton is flipped at most once.

The whole algorithm is summarized in Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.
From the above discussion we can state the following theorem.

Theorem 13 Given a c-connected clustered graph C(G,T), such that G is bicon-
nected, the above described algorithm tests the c-planarity of C, and, if C is c-planar,
computes a c-planar embedding of C in linear time.

4.2 Testing and Embedding Algorithm: General Case

In this section we extend the algorithm presented in Section4.1 to the case of c-
connected clustered graph whose underlying graph is planarand simply connected.

The following lemmas permit to state the correctness of the algorithm.

Lemma 15 Let C(G,T) be a c-planar clustered graph and letB be the block-cutvertex
tree of G. Letα be a cutvertex ofB with parent µ and let{u,α} be a split pair of µ.
Suppose that in a c-planar embedding of C pertinent(α) appears in an internal face
of the embedding of pertinent(u,α). There exists a c-planar embedding of C such that
pertinent(α) is embedded in the external face of the embedding of pertinent(u,α).

Proof. Suppose that there is no c-planar embedding ofG unlesspertinent(α) is inside
pertinent(u,α). This implies that in any drawing ofC with pertinent(α) embed-
ded outsidepertinent(u,α) at least one of the following two conditions is verified:
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Figure 4.1: (a) A portion of the BC-tree for the proof of Lemma15. (b) The rela-
tionships between three subgraphspertinent(µ), pertinent(u,α), and pertinent(α),
denotedp(µ), p(u,α) andp(α), respectively.

(i) there is a cyclec of depthd(c) > d(pertinent(u,α)) enclosingpertinent(u,α);
(ii) there are two cyclesc1 and c2 of depth greater thand(pertinent(α)) passing
throughpertinent(u,α) and enclosing the two faces outsidepertinent(u,α) (see the
dotted and dashed cycles of Fig. 4.1). In case (i), sincec encloses both the faces out-
sidepertinent(u,α), there can not be a c-planar embedding withpertinent(α) inside
pertinent(u,α). In case (ii), from Fig. 4.1 it is apparent that the parts of the two cycles
c1 andc2 outsidepertinent(u,α) form a cycle enclosingpertinent(u,α). Hence, there
can not be a c-planar embedding withpertinent(α) insidepertinent(u,α). 2

Lemma 16 Let C(G,T) be a c-planar clustered graph and letB be the block-cutvertex
tree of G. Letα be a cutvertex ofB with children µ1 and µ2. Suppose that in a c-
planar embedding of C pertinent(µ2) appears in an internal face of the embedding
of pertinent(µ1). There exists a c-planar embedding of C such that pertinent(µ2)
appears in the external face of the embedding of pertinent(µ1).

Proof. Suppose that there is no c-planar embedding ofG unlesspertinent(µ2) is not
placed inside a face ofpertinent(µ1). This implies that in any drawing ofC with
pertinent(µ2) embedded outsidepertinent(µ1) there is a cyclec of depthd(c) >
d(pertinent(µ2)) enclosingpertinent(µ2). Sincec necessarily enclosesµ1 and µ2,
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there can not be a c-planar embedding ofC such thatpertinent(µ2) is placed inside a
face ofpertinent(µ1). 2

We now show a linear-time algorithm for testing and embedding a general c-
connected clustered graph.

BC-tree Decomposition.First, for each edgee of G we computed(e). Second, we
compute the BC-treeB of G and rootB to a blockν containing an edgee such
thatd(e) = 0.

BC-tree Labelling. We traverseB bottom-up and compute for each cutvertexρi the
depth of pertinent(ρi). This is done by taking the minimum depth of the perti-
nents of the children blocks ofρi.

Block PreprocessingWe perform a second bottom-up traversal ofB and execute
on each blockµ a variation of thePreprocessingphase for biconnected graphs,
where the sorting phase is factored out and cut-vertices areconsidered. Namely,
for each blockµ the following two steps are performed.

SPQR-tree Decomposition.First, we compute an SPQR-treeTµ rooted at any
edgeer whose depth is the minimum depth of the block.

Skeleton Labelling. For each nodeσ in Tµ, consider each edgeeof skeleton(σ)
such thatpertinent(e) is a single edgee′. We labele such thathsd(e) =
lsd(e) = d(e) = d(e′). We perform a bottom-up traversal ofTµ in order
to label each virtual edgee with d(e) andhsd(e). Let e be a virtual edge
of any skeleton. The value ofd(e) is computed with the same operations
used for biconnected graphs. Letρ1, . . . ,ρk be the cutvertices ofµ con-
tained inskeleton(e) that are not poles ofe, possibly comprehensive of
the parent ofµ. The value ofhsd(e) is the minimum of the highest side
depths of the edges ofskeleton(e) and the depths ofpertinent(ρi).
This implies that the parent cutvertex ofµ is adjacent to a facef with
lowest depth in the computed embedding forµ. As stated in 11 the external
face can be changed so that the parent cutvertex is incident to the external
face and hence the condition of Theorem 11, modified as in Section 4.1,
is verified.

Edges Sorting. We simultaneously sort the edges of allP nodes of all the computed
SPQR-trees with respect to the value of their depth, and secondarily with re-
spect to their highest side depths. We use a strategy analogous to that used for
biconnected graphs in order to preserve the linearity of this algorithmic step.
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4. A L INEAR TIME TEST FORC-CONNECTEDGRAPHS

Block Embedding Construction. For each blockµ we consider its SPQR-treeTµ

and perform a bottom-up traversal of it. We check if a non-planarity condition
(see Theorem 9) is verified for the current nodeσ, possibly computing a c-
planar embedding ofskeleton(σ) and the value oflsd(e) for the virtual edgee
which representsσ in the skeleton of its parentσ′.

In the caseσ is aP node, the test of the c-planarity conditions, the computation
of the embedding ofskeleton(σ), and the computation oflsd(e) follow the same
rules described for biconnected graphs (see Section 4.1).

In the caseσ is anSnode, we proceeds as for biconnected graphs. Plus, consider
each vertexρ of skeleton(σ) which is also a cutvertex and is not a pole ofσ.
All the blocks that are children ofρ in B are embedded in the side where all the
highest sides of the children ofσ in T are embedded. The correctness of this
approach is implied by Lemmas 15 and 16.

In the caseσ is an R node, the existence of cutvertices inskeleton(σ) must
be taken into account. Besides the tests performed for the biconnected case
we have to make sure that the second condition of Theorem 11, modified as in
Section 4.1, is verified. Namely, each cutvertexρ that is not a pole ofσ must
be incident to a facef of skeleton(σ) with d( f ) less or equal than the depth
of pertinent(ρ). When choosingf , an internal face is always preferred if it
respects this condition. All blocks that are children ofρ in B are embedded in
f . The correctness of this approach is implied by Lemmas 15 and16. If such a
face does not exist the algorithm fails since the graph is notc-planar.

We computef lips(·) of the children ofσ as for biconnected graphs. When
computinglsd(e′) andhigh(e′) we proceed as for the biconnected graphs but
for the computation ofdl anddr , see Section 4.1Embedding Construction for
R Nodes. Namely, the computation ofdr (dl ) must take into account the depth
of the cutvertices inbr (bl ) that have their blocks embedded in the external face
of skeleton(σ).

Observe that, as in the biconnected case, the adopted procedure assures that
the embedding described byf lip(·) and by the choices on the cutvertices, is
one with minimum value oflsd(e′) among the possible c-planar embeddings of
pertinent(e′).

In the caseσ is the unique child of the root ofTµ with polesu andv, besides
the regular operations described above, we check ifu or v are cutvertices and
embed all their blocks in the external face.

The reporting of the embedding ofµ is performed as for biconnected graphs.
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Testing and Embedding Algorithm: General Case

Block Re-rooting and Merging. We consider the computed embeddingΓµ of each
blockµ of B and we adopt as external face ofΓµ a face with minimum depth in-
cident to the parent cutvertex ofµ. We merge together the obtained embeddings
of the blocks.

The whole algorithm is summarized in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Dueto the above
description the following theorem holds.

Theorem 14 The c-planarity of a c-connected clustered graph can be tested, and
possibly a c-planar embedding can be built, in linear time.
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4. A L INEAR TIME TEST FORC-CONNECTEDGRAPHS

C-planarity algorithm for biconnected graphs - Part 1

input: A c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), whereG is a planar biconnected graph

output: A c-planar embedding ofG if C is c-planar, a triconnected component causing
non-c-planarity otherwise

Preprocessing Phase

for all edgee∈ G do
computed(e), hsd(e), lsd(e)

end for
compute the SPQR treeT of G, rooted to an edge withd(e) = 0
for all nodeµ in T in post-order traversaldo

let e′ be the virtual edge representingµ in the skeleton of its parent node.
hsd(e′) = mine∈skeleton(µ) hsd(e)
if µ is anSnodethen

d(e′) = mine∈skeleton(µ) d(e)
else ifµ is aP nodethen

d(e′) = maxe∈skeleton(µ) d(e)
else ifµ is anRnodethen

Compute a Maximum Spanning TreeMST of skeleton(µ)
Let p be the path between the poles inMST.
d(e′) = d(p)

end if
end for
sort the edges of eachP node using a unique bucket sort.

Figure 4.2: The c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-connected clustered
graphs whose underlying graph is biconnected - Part1.
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Testing and Embedding Algorithm: General Case

C-planarity algorithm for biconnected graphs - Part 2

input: A c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), whereG is a planar biconnected graph

output: A c-planar embedding ofG if C is c-planar, a triconnected component causing
non-c-planarity otherwise

Embedding Construction Phase

for all nodeµ in T in post-order traversaldo
if µ is anSnodethen

for all e∈ skeleton(µ) do
if high(e) = le f t then

f lip(e) = true
else

f lip(e) = f alse
end if

end for
lsd(e′) = mine∈skeleton(µ) lsd(e)
high(e′) = right

else ifµ is anP nodethen
if ProcessPNode(µ,e′)=Falsethen

returnµ
end if

else ifµ is anRnodethen
if ProcessRNode(µ,e′)=Falsethen

returnµ
end if

end if
end for
construct the c-planar embedding by performing a top-down traversal ofT and
considering values off lip(.)
return the embedding ofG

Figure 4.3: The c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-connected clustered
graphs whose underlying graph is biconnected - Part 2.
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4. A L INEAR TIME TEST FORC-CONNECTEDGRAPHS

Procedure ProcessPNode(µ,e′)
{The edges of skeleton(µ) are already ordered in a listI(µ)}
let e1 be the first element ofI(µ)
if skeleton(µ) contains three pairwise incompatible edgesthen

return False
end if
for all e 6= e1 in skeleton(µ) do

if d(e) 6= lsd(e) or d(e) > lsd(e1) then
Return False

end if
end for
initialize lists IL = {e1} andIR = {}
for all e 6= e1 in skeleton(µ) do

el =last element inIL, er=last element inIR
if e is incompatible withel then

appende to IR
else ife is incompatible wither then

appende to IL
else

appende to the list containing min{hsd(el), lsd(er )}
end if

end for
the embedding of skeleton(µ) is ILIR, whereIL is the reverse ofIL

for all e in IL do
if high(e) 6= le f t then

f lip(e) = true
end if

end for
for all e in IR do

if high(e) 6= right then
f lip(e) = f alse

end if
end for
lsd(e′) = max{mine∈IL hsd(e),mine∈IR hsd(e)}
if hsd(el ) ≤ hsd(er) then

high(µ) = le f t elsehigh(µ) = right
end if
return True

Figure 4.4: Testing and embedding procedure forP nodes.
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Testing and Embedding Algorithm: General Case

Procedure ProcessRNode(µ,e′) - Part 1
construct the graphG∗ from skeleton(µ)
compute the planar embedding ofG∗ with the poles on the external face
compute the dual graphD of G∗

compute the minimum spanning treemSTof D
if mST is non monotonicthen

return False
end if
for all e in skeleton(µ) do

let f1 and f2 be the faces incident toe, with d( f1) ≤ d( f2)
if hsd(e) < d( f1) or lsd(e) < d( f2) then

return False
else

Let fhigh be the face incident toe identified byhigh(e)
if f1 is the external face ANDhsd(e) ≥ d( f2) then

if f1 = fhigh then
f lip(e) = trueelse f lip(e) = f alse

end if
else

if f1 6= fhigh then
f lip(e) = trueelse f lip(e) = f alse

end if
end if

end if
end for

Figure 4.5: Testing and embedding procedure forRnodes - Part 1.
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Procedure ProcessRNode(µ,e′) - Part 2
let {u,v} the ordered split pair ofe′

let br the path on the external face of skeleton(µ) connectingu to v clockwise
let bl the path on the external face of skeleton(µ) connectingu to v counterclock-
wise.
for all ei ∈ br do

let wr,i be the depth of the side ofei to be turned towards the external face
end for
for all ei ∈ bl do

let wl ,i be the depth of the side ofei to be turned towards the external face
end for
dr = mini wr,i

dl = mini wl ,i

if dl < dr then
lsd(e′) = dr

high(e′) = le f t
else

lsd(e′) = dl

high(e′) = right
end if
return true

Figure 4.6: Testing and embedding procedure forRnodes - Part 2.
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C-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for connectedgraphs - Part 1

input: A c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), whereG is a planar graph

output: “True” and a c-planar embedding ofG if C is c-planar, “False” otherwise

Block Preprocessing Phase
for all edgee∈ G do

Computed(e), hsd(e), lsd(e)
end for
compute the BC treeB of G, rooted to a block containing an edgee with d(e) = 0
for all cutvertexρ in B in post-order traversaldo

compute the depth ofpertinent(ρ)
end for
for all nodeµ in B in post-order traversaldo

compute the SPQR treeTµ rooted to an edge with minimum depth
For each non virtual edgee∈ Tµ computed(e), hsd(e), lsd(e)
for all nodeσ ∈ Tµ in post-order traversaldo

computed(σ) as in the biconnected case
let ρi be the cutvertices inskeleton(σ) different from the poles
computehsd(σ) = mini{hsd(ei),d(pertinent(ρi))}, with ei ∈ skeleton(σ)

end for
end for
Sort the edges of eachP node of each block with a unique bucket sort

Figure 4.7: The c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-connected clustered
graphs - Part 1
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C-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for connectedgraphs - Part 2

input: A c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), whereG is a planar graph

output: “True” and a c-planar embedding ofG if C is c-planar, “False” otherwise

Block Embedding Phase
for all nodeµ in B do

for all nodeσ ∈ Tµ in post-order traversaldo
let ρi be the cutvertices inskeleton(σ) different from the poles
if σ is anSnodethen

processσ as in the biconnected case
embed the blocks connected toρi in the highest side ofskeleton(σ)

else ifσ is anP nodethen
processσ as in the biconnected case

else ifσ is anRnodethen
test the condition onskeleton(σ) as in the biconnected case
if eachρi is not incident to a facef with d( f ) ≤ d(pertinent(ρi)) then

return False
else

embed the blocks ofρi in a suitable (possibly internal) facef
end if
compute the flip for each virtual edge as in the biconnected case
computelsd(σ) considering the blocks embedded on the external face
computehigh(σ) considering the blocks embedded on the external face

end if
end for
construct the embeddingΓµ of µ as in the biconnected case
let f be a face with minimum depth incident to the root cutvertex ofµ
choosef as external face forΓµ

end for
merge the embedding of the blocks

Figure 4.8: The c-planarity testing and embedding algorithm for c-connected clustered
graphs - Part 2
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Chapter 5

Cycles of Clusters

In this chapter we study simple families of clustered graphsthat are highly uncon-
nected. We start by studying 3-cluster cycles, that are flat clustered graphs such that
the underlying graph is a simple cycle and there are three clusters. We show that in
this case testing the c-planarity can be done efficiently andgive an efficient drawing
algorithm. Also, we characterize 3-cluster cycles in termsof formal grammars. Fi-
nally, we generalize the results on 3-cluster cycles considering clustered graphs that
have a cycle structure at each level of the inclusion tree. Even in this case we show
efficient c-planarity testing and drawing algorithms.
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Figure 5.1: (a) An example of a cycle with labels in{a,b,c}. (b) The cycle with extra
edges. (c) The corresponding clustered drawing of the cycle.
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5.1 Preliminaries

We assume familiarity with formal grammars [HU79].
Given an unconnected clustered graphC(G,T), asaturatorof C is a set of edges

that can be added to the underlying graphG so thatC becomes connected. IfG with
the added edges is c-planar, we say that the saturator isplanar, non-planarotherwise.
It is easy to see that an unconnected clustered graph is c-planar iff it admits a planar
saturator. Finding a saturator of a clustered graph is important since it allows us to
apply toC the same drawing techniques that have been devised for connected clustered
graphs.

We define a3-cluster cycleas a flat clustered graph such that the underlying graph
is a simple cycle and there are exactly three clusters (all atthe same level), plus the
root cluster. In a 3-cluster cycle the inclusion tree consists of a root node with three
children. Each vertex of the underlying cycle is a child of one of these three nodes.
Given a 3-cluster cycle, we associate a label in{a,b,c} with each of the three clusters.

Fig. 5.1.a provides an example of a 3-cluster cycle. The problem of finding a
c-planar drawing for the 3-cluster cycle of Fig. 5.1.a is equivalent to the problem of
adding new edges so that: (i) the new graph (i.e., cycle plus new edges) is planar and
(ii) for each label, the subgraph induced by the vertices with that label is connected. In
the case of Fig. 5.1.a the problem admits a solution, depicted in Fig. 5.1.b. The set of
edges added to the cycle, which we call the saturator, is usedto “simulate” the closed
regions containing the clusters (See Fig. 5.1.c). Observe that the clustered graph of
Fig. 5.1 is not connected. Observe also that there exist 3-cluster cycles that are not
c-planar. Fig. 5.2 provides an example of a non-c-planar 3-cluster cycle.

Consider a 3-cluster cycle and arbitrarily select a starting vertex and a direction.
We can visit the cycle and denote it by the sequenceσ of labels associated with the
clusters encountered during the visit. The same 3-cluster cycle is also denoted by
any cyclic permutation ofσ and by any reverse sequence of such permutations. We
use Greek letters to denote general sequences and Roman letters to identify single-
character sequences. Given a sequenceσ, we denote withσ its reverse sequence.

It is easy to see that repeated consecutive labels can be collapsed into a single label
without affecting the c-planarity property of a 3-cluster cycle. Hence, in the following
we consider only 3-cluster cycles where consecutive vertices belong to distinct clus-
ters. Also, since clusters can not be empty, in a 3-cluster cycle at least one occurrence
of each label can be found.

We assign a cyclic order to the labelsa,b,c so thata ≺ b, b ≺ c, andc ≺ a. A
sequenceσ is monotonic increasing(decreasing) if for each pairx,y of consecutive
labels ofσ x≺ y (y≺ x). A sequence iscyclically monotonic increasing (decreasing)
if all its cyclic permutations are monotonic increasing (decreasing).
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Figure 5.2: The smallest 3-cluster cycle that is not c-planar. (a) The cycle with labels;
the dashed lines represent the unique saturator. Note that the cycle and its saturator
form aK3,3 graph, and thus the saturator is not planar. (b) The corresponding inclusion
tree.

Given a 3-cluster cycleσ, Balance(σ) is a number defined as follows. Select a
start vertex and a direction. Set counterC to zero. Visitσ adding (subtracting) one
unit toC when passing fromx to y, wherex≺ y (y≺ x). Observe that, when the start
vertex is reached again,C is a multiple of 3 that can be positive, negative, or zero. If
we selected a different start vertex, while preserving the direction, we would obtain
the same value. On the contrary, ifσ was visited in the opposite direction the opposite
value would be obtained forC . Balance(σ) = |C |. For example,Balance(ababc)= 3
andBalance(cbacba) = 6.

Observe that, when representing a 3-cluster cycle with a sequence of labels, by
reading the sequence from left to right, we implicitly choose a direction for visiting
the cycle. For simplicity, we adopt the convention of representing a 3-cluster cycle
with a sequenceσ such that, when the vertices of the cycle are visited according to
the order induced byσ, a non-negative value forC is obtained.

5.2 Cycles with Three Clusters

In this section we address the problem of testing the c-planarity of a 3-cluster cycle.
Lemma 17 introduces a transformation, called “zig-zag removal”, that can be applied
to a 3-cluster cycle to obtain a smaller 3-cluster cycle which is c-planar if and only if
the starting 3-cluster cycle is c-planar. Lemma 18, by repeatedly applying the above
mentioned transformation, shows that any 3-cluster cycle can be reduced to a trivial
3-cluster cycle which is either cyclically monotonic or it is composed by two maximal
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

monotonic subsequences. Lemma 19 and Lemma 20 show how to test c-planarity for
these two kinds of 3-cluster cycles. Finally, Theorems 15, 16, and 17 state the main
results about c-planarity of 3-cluster cycles.

Lemma 17 (Zig-zag removal) Let σ = σ1xαyαxαyσ2 be a 3-cluster cycle such that
σ1, σ2, and α are possibly empty and xαy is monotonic. The 3-cluster cycleτ =
σ1xαyσ2 is c-planar if and only ifσ is c-planar. Balance(σ) = Balance(τ).

σ

x y

y

α
α α

x
1

2σ

Figure 5.3: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 17. Circles represent clusters.

Before showing a formal proof for this Lemma, we give an intuitive description of
the main idea used for the proof.

Suppose there exists a c-planar drawing ofτ. The black line in Fig. 5.3 shows an
example of such a drawing for the portion concerning subsequencexαy. Introduce
betweeny and the first vertex ofσ2 the sequenceαxαy, drawing it suitably close to
xαy so to preserve c-planarity. The result is shown in Fig. 5.3 where the added part is
drawn gray.

Conversely, suppose that there exists a c-planar drawing ofσ. Fig. 5.4.a shows
an example of such a drawing for the part concerning subsequencexαyαxαy. The
inlet formed byxαyαx may contain parts ofσ that are denoted byQ in Fig. 5.4.a.
Analogously, the parts ofσ that are contained in the inlet formed byyαxαy are denoted
by P. The embedding ofP andQ may be rearranged preserving c-planarity as shown
in Fig. 5.4.b. Pathαxαy can now be replaced with an edge connecting vertexy with
the first vertex ofσ2.

A formal proof for Lemma 17 follows.
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Figure 5.4: Zig-zag removal. (a) Starting configuration. (b) Rearrangement of the
embedding.

Proof. In the following we use primes to distinguish different occurrences of the same
character (as inx′ andx′′) or of the same substring (as inα′ andα′′). According to this
notationσ = σ1x′α′y′αx′′α′′y′′σ2 andτ = σ1x′α′y′σ2.

We denote byk the length of the sequencesα′, α, andα′′. We denote withα( j) the
j-th vertex of sequenceα where j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}. Suppose that there exists a c-planar
drawingΓτ of τ. (Fig. 5.5.a shows an example of such a drawing for the part related
to the subsequencex′α′y′.) We prove thatσ is c-planar by constructing a c-planar
drawingΓσ in the following way.

All vertices and cluster boundaries ofΓτ are drawn inΓσ in the same way as inΓτ.
Edges ofΓτ are drawn inΓσ in the same way as inΓτ with the exception of the edge
betweeny′ and the vertexz following y′ in τ. Such an edge is replaced by the path
αx′′α′′y′′ with α connected toy′ andy′ connected toz. This path is drawn as follows.
Vertexx′′ is placed arbitrarily near tox′ in the region ofΓσ that is on the left side of
the edge joiningx′ with α′(1). Vertexy′′ is placed arbitrarily near toy′ in the region
of Γσ that is on the left side of the edge joiningy′ with α′(k). For each vertexα′( j)
the corresponding vertexα(k− j +1) is placed arbitrarily near toα′( j) into the region
that is on the left side when traversingα′ from x′ to y′. The pathy′αx′′ can now be
connected without crossings since the edges ofα can be drawn arbitrarily close to the
edges ofα′ (see Fig. 5.5.b). Analogously, for each vertex ofα( j) the corresponding
vertex ofα′′(k− j +1) is placed arbitrarily near toα( j) into the region that is on the
right side when traversingα from y′ to x′′. The pathx′′α′′y′′ can now be connected
without crossings since edges ofα′′ can be drawn arbitrarily close to the edges ofα
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

(see Fig. 5.5.c). Finally, vertexy′′ can be connected toz, crossing the boundary of
clustery only. The drawingΓσ is c-planar, since the set of edges added toΓτ do not
generate edge crossings or edge region crossings.

Supposeσ is c-planar andΓσ is a c-planar drawing of it. We prove thatτ is c-planar
by showing how to build a c-planar drawingΓτ starting fromΓσ.

Call A1 the set of edges ofx′α′y′, A the set of edges ofy′αx′′, andA2 the set of
edges ofx′′α′′y′′. In Γσ (see Fig. 5.6.a) the inlet delimited byy′αx′′α′′y′′ and by the
part of the border of clustery between the edgesy′α(k) andα′′(k)y′′ may contain some
parts ofσ. Call P the set of edges of such parts including those that cross the border
of the cluster ofy′. Analogously, consider the inlet delimited byx′α′y′αx′′ and by the
part of the border of the cluster ofx′ between the edgesx′α′(1) andα(1)x′′. This inlet

y’

σ1 σ2

x’ α (2)’’α (1) ’α (k)

(a)

y’

σ1 σ2

y’’x’’

α(1)

x’ α (2)α (1) α (k)

α α(k) (k−1)

’ ’ ’’

(b)

y’

σ1 σ2

x’’

α(1)

y’’

x’ α (2)α (1)

α (1) α (2) α 

α(k)

(k)

α (k)

(k−1)α

’ ’ ’

’ ’ ’’ ’ ’

(c)

Figure 5.5: (a) The drawing ofx′α′y′ in Γτ. The gray zones are part of cluster regions.
Note thatτ may pass through each cluster many times. (b) After the insertion of path
y′αx′′. (c) After the insertion of pathx′′α′′y′′, the last edge is connected to the first
vertex ofσ2.
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Figure 5.6: (a) The drawing ofx′α′y′αx′′α′′y′′ in Γσ. The gray zones are part of cluster
regions. Note thatτ may pass through each cluster many times. (b) The drawing of
Γτ aftery′αx′′α′′y′′ was deleted andP was moved

may contain some parts ofσ. Call Q the edges of the subgraph in this inlet including
those that cross the boundary of the cluster ofx′.

To constructΓτ we delete the pathαx′′α′′y′′. Then, we move the subgraph induced
by P, which is on the left side ofx′α′y′, to the right side ofx′α′y′ (see Fig. 5.6.b). This
operation may be performed without introducing intersections by suitably shrinking
the graph induced byP and placing it close toα′. Note that at this point the subgraph
induced byP and the subgraph induced byQ are on the opposite sides ofx′α′y′,
and thaty′ can be connected to the vertexz following y′ in τ crossing the boundary
of the cluster ofy′ only. Finally, observe that, since we have removed fromσ two
monotonic sub-sequences, one increasing and one decreasing, with the same length,
Balance(τ) = Balance(σ). 2

Lemma 17 allows, for example, one to study the c-planarity ofcabcabinstead of
the c-planarity ofcabcacbabcab(by takingσ1 = c, x = a, α = bc, y= a, andσ2 = b).
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Figure 5.7: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 18.

Lemma 18 Let σ be a 3-cluster cycle. There exists a 3-cluster cycleτ such that:
Balance(τ) = Balance(σ), τ is c-planar iff σ is c-planar, and eitherτ is cyclically
monotonic orτ = xαyβ, where

1. α andβ are non-empty,

2. xαy is maximal monotonic increasing, and

3. yβx is maximal monotonic decreasing.

Proof. If σ is cyclically monotonic the statement is trivially true. Ifσ is monotonic
but not cyclically monotonic note that the length ofσ is at least 4. Supposeσ =
x1x2α1x3x4, with α1 possibly empty, and suppose without loss of generality thatσ is
monotonic increasing (otherwiseσ can be considered). Since all the subsequences of
σ are monotonic increasing andx4x1x2α1x3 is not monotonic, it follows thatx4x1 is
monotonic decreasing. Thus, Lemma 17 can be applied tox3x4x1x2α1, whereσ1 andα
are empty,x= x3 = x1, y= x4 = x2, andσ2 = α′, obtaining the cyclex3x4α′ = x1x2α′,
which is cyclically monotonic increasing and which is c-planar iff σ is c-planar.

Otherwise, supposeσ is not monotonic. Sequenceσ is composed bym≥ 2 maxi-
mal monotonic sub-sequences. Namely, letσ = x1α1x2α2 . . .xmαm, wherexiαixi+1 is
maximal monotonic andαi is possibly empty (xm+1 = x1). If m= 2, then, sinceσ is
not monotonic, bothα1 andα2 are non-empty and the statement of the lemma holds.
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If m> 2, by applying Lemma 17 we prove that there exists a sequence composed by
m−2 maximal monotonic subsequences that is c-planar iffσ is c-planar. By repeat-
edly applying this argument we find a sequence composed by oneor two maximal
monotonic subsequences for which one of the cases discussedabove applies.

In order to reduce the numbermof maximal monotonic sub-sequences by applying
Lemma 17, assume thatαi is one of the shortest of such sub-sequences (see Fig. 5.7)
and consider the sub-sequencexi−1αi−1xiαixi+1αi+1xi+2. Observe that it is possible
to find in xi−1αi−1 anx and inαi+1xi+2 a y, such thatx = xi+1, y = xi , and Lemma 17
can be applied wherex′ = x, y′ = xi , x′′ = xi+1, y′′ = y, α is the sequence of labels
encountered traveling fromx to xi (end vertices excluded), andα = αi (see Fig. 5.7).

2

The following two lemmas (Lemma 19 and Lemma 20) study the c-planarity of
the simple families of 3-cluster cycles cited in Lemma 18.

Lemma 19 A 3-cluster cycleσ such thatσ is cyclically monotonic is c-planar if and
only if Balance(σ) = 3.

Proof. Sinceσ is monotonic we have thatBalance(σ) 6= 0. Recall thatBalance(σ)
is a multiple of 3. IfBalance(σ) = 3, then it can only be the case thatσ = abc or
σ = bcaor σ = caband it is trivial to see thatσ is c-planar.

Suppose thatBalance(σ) ≥ 6. We show thatσ is not c-planar. Suppose by con-
tradiction that there exists a c-planar drawingΓσ of σ. SinceBalance(σ) ≥ 6 each
cluster has at least two vertices, and since the sequence is monotonic any three con-
secutive vertices ofσ belong to three distinct clusters. Consider two verticesv1 and
v2 belonging to the same clusterZ and such that it is possible to add an edge(v1,v2)
preserving the planarity of the drawing (see Fig. 5.8). Letp1, n1, p2, andn2 be the in-
tersection points between the edges incident tov1 andv2 and the border of clusterZ in
Γσ, such that pointp1 (resp.p2) precedesv1 (resp.v2) and pointn1 (resp.n2) follows
v1 (resp.v2) when moving along the cycleσ. Sinceσ is monotonic, when moving
from v1 alongσ and exiting clusterZ at pointn1, one reaches pointp2 before reaching
point p1. Analogously, when moving fromv2 alongσ and exiting clusterZ at point
n2, one reaches pointp1 before reaching pointp2. A contradiction arises from the fact
that the c-planarity ofσ implies the planarity of aK3,3 graph with vertices{v1, p2,n2}
and{v2, p1,n1}. In fact, p1 and p2 (resp.n1 andn2) can be connected with an edge
along the border ofZ, and the path fromn1 to p2 (resp.n2 to p1) can be replaced with
a single edge. 2
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1
11

2

2
Z2

v

v n

p n

p

Figure 5.8: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 19. Triangular and square vertices
show the subdivision ofK3,3.

Lemma 20 Let σ = xαyβ be a 3-cluster cycle, whereα andβ are non-empty, xαy is
maximal monotonic increasing, and yβx is maximal monotonic decreasing. We have
thatσ is c-planar iff Balance(σ) is in {0,3}.

a
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b
b
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c

c

a a

a
b

b
b

c

c

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: The construction of a c-planar drawing for a cycleσ whenBalance(σ) = 0
(a) and whenBalance(σ) = 3 (b).

Proof. Let Balance(σ) = 3k, with k a non-negative integer. Supposek is equal to
0 or 1. A c-planar drawing ofσ can be constructed by placing the vertices on three
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Figure 5.10: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 20.

half-lines as in the examples shown in Fig. 5.9.a and 5.9.b, respectively. The vertices
of each half-line can be enclosed into a region representingtheir cluster.

Suppose thatk > 1. We show thatσ is not c-planar. Suppose for a contradiction
thatσ is c-planar and letΓσ be a c-planar drawing ofσ.

Sinceσ is composed of two monotonic subsequences, there are exactly two “cusps”
(vertices adjacent to two vertices of the same cluster). Therefore, there is at least a
clusterZ such that each vertexz of Z belongs to a sub-sequenceρ = xzyor ρ = yzx
of σ, with x 6= y. Sincek > 1, the difference between the number of vertices ofZ
belonging to a sub-sequenceρ and the number of vertices ofZ belonging to a sub-
sequenceρ is at least two (see Fig. 5.10). It follows that two verticesv1 andv2 can be
identified such that they belong to a sub-sequence of the samekind (ρ or ρ) and such
that it is possible to add an edge(v1,v2) preserving the planarity of the drawing. A
contradiction can be found by applying the same argument of Lemma 19 tov1 andv2.

2

Because of Lemma 18, Lemma 19, and Lemma 20, the problem of testing whether
a 3-cluster cycleσ is c-planar can be reduced to the problem of computingBalance(σ).
Since it is easy to computeBalance(σ) in linear time (see Section 5.1), the following
theorem holds.

Theorem 15 Given an n-vertex 3-cluster cycle, there exists an algorithm to test if it
is c-planar in O(n) time.
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

In what follows we introduce a simple algorithm which guarantees the computa-
tion of a c-planar drawing of a 3-cluster cycle, if it admits one, in linear time. Consider
a 3-cluster cycleσ with Balance(σ) ∈ {0,3}. Set a counterC to zero. Visitσ starting
from the first vertex and adding (subtracting) one unit toC when passing fromx to
y, wherex≺ y (y≺ x). Remember that by convention a 3-cluster cycle is represented
with a sequenceσ such that, when the vertices of the cycle are visited according to
the order induced byσ a non-negative value forC is obtained. Without loss of gen-
erality we will further assume thatC never reaches a negative value. Otherwise, we
can replaceσ with an equivalent cyclic permutationσ′ that has the above property.
Permutationσ′ can be obtained in linear time fromσ by choosing as a starting vertex
one for which the counter reaches the minimum value during the visit. LetK be the
maximum value assumed byC during the visit.

We say that a vertex ofσ belongs to the k-th leveliff C has valuek when reaching
such a vertex. The first vertex ofσ belongs to level 0. Note that each level contains
vertices of the same cluster. Also, vertices belonging to level k and levelk+3 belong
to the same cluster. We denote withσ|k the sequenceσ restricted to level k, obtained
from σ by deleting all the vertices not belonging to thek-th level.

We construct a planar saturator in the following way. For each levelk∈ {0, . . . ,K},
we connect with an edge each pair of consecutive vertices ofσ|k. For each level
k ∈ {0, . . . ,K −3}, we insert an edge connecting the first vertex ofσ|k with the last
vertex ofσ|k+3.

In order to show that the above defined saturator is planar we provide a c-planar
drawing of the graph composed by the cycle and the saturator (see Fig. 5.11). First,
we arrange all the vertices ofσ on a grid: the x-coordinate of a vertex is its position in
σ and the y-coordinate is its level. Then, we draw each edge of the cycle (excluding
the one connecting the first and the last vertex ofσ) with a straight segment without
introducing intersections. Second, for each levelk∈ {0, . . . ,K}, we draw those edges
of the saturator that connect pairs of consecutive verticesof σ|k with straight segments
without introducing intersections. Note that, the sequence of the clusters at levels
0, . . . ,K −3 is the same as the sequence of the clusters at levels 3, . . . ,K. Also, note
that at this point of the construction, for eachk ∈ {0, . . . ,K} the first and the last
vertices ofσ|k are on the external face. Hence, the drawing can be completedwithout
intersections by adding, for each levelk ∈ {0, . . . ,K −3}, the edge of the saturator
connecting the first vertex ofσ|k with the last vertex ofσ|k+3 as shown in the example
of Fig. 5.11. Finally, since the first and the last vertex ofσ are on the same face,
they can be connected with a curve contained into such a face without introducing
intersections.

It is easy to implement the above algorithm to work in linear time by building
the lists of vertices for each level while visitingσ. Notice thatK is bounded by the
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Figure 5.11: The construction of a c-planar drawing of a 3-cluster cycleσ in the case
in whichBalance(σ) = 3.

number of the vertices of the cycle.
Hence, we can state the following result.

Theorem 16 Given an n-vertex c-planar 3-cluster cycleσ, there exists an algorithm
that computes a c-planar drawing ofσ in O(n) time.

From the above construction we also have the following.

Theorem 17 A c-planar 3-cluster cycle admits a planar saturator that isthe collec-
tion of three disjoint paths.

5.3 Clusters and Grammars

In this section we characterize the c-planar 3-cluster cycles in terms of formal gram-
mars. Namely, we show that the sequences representing such cycles are those gener-
ated by a context-free grammar.
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

We denote byL the language of all strings on the alphabet{a,b,c} such that each
string:

(1) contains at least one instance of each label,

(2) does not contain repeated consecutive letters, and

(3) does not start and end with the same letter.

Observe thatL describes all possible 3-cluster cycles. The following lemma holds:

Lemma 21 L is a regular language.

Proof. The statement can be easily proved by showing that languageL1 (L2, L3,
respectively) of all the strings on the alphabet{a,b,c}, such that property 1 (2, 3,
respectively) holds, is regular, and the intersection between regular languages is a
regular language. In turn, the fact thatL1, L2, andL3 are regular languages can be
easily proved by showing that they admit a regular expression. 2

Theorem 18 The following context-free grammar generates all and only the c-planar
3-cluster cycles:

S → Z0|Z3

Z0 → ABCB|ACBC|BCAC|BACA|CABA|CBAB

Z3 → ABC|BCA|CAB

A → ABA|ACA|a

B → BAB|BCB|b

C →CAC|CBC|c

Proof. The proof exploits the same considerations used to prove Theorem 15. Note
that symbolZ0 generates all 3-cluster cyclesσ with Balance(σ) = 0 and symbolZ3

generates all 3-cluster cycles withBalance(σ) = 3. 2

Theorem 19 The language of the c-planar 3-cluster cycles is not regular.
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Proof. The proof exploits the equivalence classes of the Myhill-Nerode theorem:
given a languageL two stringsα andβ are said to be equivalent if for each stringγ, αγ
andβγ both belong or both do not belong toL. LanguageL is regular iff the number
of equivalence classes induced by the above equivalence relation is finite [HU79]. For
each integern ≥ 1, denote byαn the string(abc)n. For each pairn, m, with n < m,
αn concatenated withγn = (acb)n−1 yields a string of the language (corresponding to
a c-planar cycle with balance 3) whileαm concatenated withγn yields a string not be-
longing to the language (corresponding to a c-planar cycle with balance greater than
3). Thus, forn < m, αn andαm belong to two different equivalence classes. It follows
that there is at least one equivalence class[αn] for eachn≥ 1 and thus the language of
the c-planar 3-cluster cycles is not regular. 2

From the above two theorems, we have that the language of the c-planar 3-cluster
cycles is strictly context-free.

5.4 Cycles in Cycles of Clusters
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: A clustered graph where at each level of the inclusion tree the nodes form
a cycle. (a) A c-planar drawing. (b) The inclusion tree augmented with dashed edges
that show the adjacencies between nodes at the same level.
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

In this section we present a generalization of the results ofSection 5.2. First, we
generalize the results on 3-cluster cycles to k-cluster cycles. Second, we tackle the
general problem of testing the c-planarity of a cycle that isclustered into a cycle of
clusters that is in turn clustered into another cycle of clusters, and so on. An example
is shown in Fig. 5.12. Fig. 5.12.a shows a c-planar clusteredgraph whose underlying
graph is a cycle for which two levels of clusters are defined. Fig. 5.12.b puts in evi-
dence the inclusion relationships between clusters of a given level and clusters of the
level directly above it. The same figure shows also that the clusters of each level form
a cycle (dashed edges).

We start by introducing preliminary assumptions and definitions. We consider
clustered graphsC(G,T) in which all the leaves of the inclusion treeT have the same
distance from the root. We call this distance thedepth. A clustered graph which does
not have this property can be easily reduced to this case by inserting “dummy” nodes
in T. Hence, from now on we consider only inclusion trees whose leaves are all at
the same depth. We define asGl (V l ,El ) the graph whose vertices are the nodes ofT
at distancel from its root, and an edge(µ,ν) exists if and only if an edge ofG exists
incident to bothµ andν.

For example,G0 has only one vertex andGL, whereL is the depth of the tree,
is the underlying graphG of C(G,T). We label each vertexν of Gl with the cluster
(corresponding to a vertex ofGl−1) to which ν belongs. IfGl is a cycle, then it is
possible to describeGl with the cyclic sequence of the labels of its vertices. If also
Gl−1 is a cycle, we consider the labels ofGl cyclically ordered according to the order
they appear inGl−1. Further,Balance(Gl) can be defined as in Section 5.2 with values
in {0,k,2k,3k, . . .}, wherek is the length ofGl−1.

According to the above definitions a 3-cluster cycle is a clustered graph where
T has depth 2,G2 is a cycle andG1 is a cycle of length 3. In fact, the results of
Section 5.2 can be extended to the case in whichG1 is a cycle of an arbitrary length.

Theorem 20 Given an n-vertex clustered graph C(G,T), such that T has depth2 and
G1 and G2 are cycles, then:

1. there exists an algorithm to test if C is c-planar in O(n) time;

2. if C is c-planar, a c-planar drawing of C can be computed in O(n) time.

Proof. The proof exploits the same considerations and constructions of Theorems 15
and 16. If the length ofG1 is k thenC is c-planar iffBalance(G2) ∈ {0,k}. In order to
find a c-planar drawing ofC, if it exists, the same strategy described in Section 5.2 can
be applied, where, since in the construction depicted in Fig. 5.11 vertices belonging
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to level j and level j +k belong to the same cluster, an edge of the saturator is added
between the first vertex of levelj and the last vertex of levelj +k. 2

Let C(G,T) be a clustered graph andl be an integer between 1 andL, whereL is
the depth ofT. A new clustered graphCl (G,T l ) can be obtained fromC by replacing
T with a treeT l obtained fromT by connecting all the nodes at depthl with the root
and deleting all the nodes having depth greater than zero andless thanl . According
to this definition,C1 = C. The c-planarity ofCl can be used to study the c-planarity
of Cl−1, as is shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 22 Let C(G,T) be a clustered graph and l be an integer between2 and L,
where L is the depth of T . Let Cl be c-planar, Gl be a cycle, and Gl−1 be a cycle of
length k. Cl−1 is c-planar iff Balance(Gl) ∈ {0,k}.

Proof. First, we prove that ifBalance(Gl)∈ {0,k}, thenCl−1 is c-planar by producing
a planar drawingΓCl−1 of it. SinceBalance(Gl) ∈ {0,k}, then there exists a planar
drawingΓGl of Gl augmented with the edges of a planar saturator connecting vertices
of Gl with the same label. The edges of this planar saturator are drawn inΓGl either
internally or externally with respect to the cycleGl (see Fig. 5.13.a).

Let ΓCl be a planar drawing of the underlying graphG augmented with the edges
of a planar saturator ofCl . Such a drawing exists becauseCl is c-planar. Two faces
of ΓCl are incident to at least one vertex belonging toν for each vertexν of Gl (see
Fig. 5.13.b).We call such facesfi and fe, where fe is the unbounded one. Also, we
denote withvfi ,ν (vfe,ν) an arbitrary vertex ofν incident to fi ( fe).

A saturator ofCl−1 can be constructed from the planar saturator ofCl by adding
one edgee′ for each edgeeof the planar saturator ofGl (see Figure 5.13.c). Edgee′ is
added withinfi ( fe) if e is drawn internally (externally) inΓGl . Let ν andµ be the end
vertices ofe. Suppose, without loss of generality, thate is added externally. Edgee′ is
attached tovfe,ν andvfe,µ. The obtained saturator is planar since the starting drawing
ΓCl is planar, and two edges of the saturator can not intersect inΓCl−1 since they don’t
intersect inΓGl .

The second part of the proof shows that ifCl−1 is c-planar thenBalance(Gl) ∈
{0,k}. Assume that there exists a planar saturatorS of Cl−1. Consider graphG′

obtained by adding toG the edges of the planar saturatorS. For each clusterµ that
is a vertex ofGl we contract all edges ofG′ which have both extremes inµ (we use
labelµ to denote the resulting vertex) and remove multiple edges. Note that since the
edges ofSmake each cluster connected we obtain a new graphG′′ with the following
properties:
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5. CYCLES OFCLUSTERS

• there is a one-to-one correspondence among the vertices ofGl and the vertices
of G′′,

• for each edge ofGl there is a correspondent edge inG′′.

Since the contraction operation preserves planarity and connectivity, the edges ofS
that were incident to distinct clusters are still present inG′′, such edges connect all
vertices with the same label, andG′′ is planar. Hence, the edges ofG′′ which have
no corresponding edge inGl form a planar saturator forGl . SinceGl admits a planar
saturator, its balance is in{0,k}. 2

Lemma 23 Let C= (G,T) be a clustered graph and let l be an integer between2 and
L, where L is the depth of T . If Cl is not c-planar, then C1 = C is not c-planar.

Proof. If Cl is not c-planar, any saturator introduces a subdivision ofK3,3 or K5 in
the graph G. Since any saturator ofC1 contains a (non-planar) saturator ofCl , it is
always possible to find an obstruction in the graphG augmented with the edges of the
saturator ofC1. HenceC1 can not be c-planar. 2

The following theorems state the main results about c-planarity testing for cluster
graphs in which eachGl , l ∈ {1, . . . ,L}, is a cycle.

Theorem 21 Given an n-vertex clustered graph C(G,T), such that T has depth L
and, for l> 0, Gl is a cycle, there exists an algorithm to test if C is c-planar in O(Ln)
time.

Proof. We apply Lemma 22 and Lemma 23 to the clustered graphsCl for l = L,L−
1, . . . ,2. Since each test can be performed inO(n) time, the statement follows. 2

Theorem 22 Given an n-vertex clustered graph C(G,T), such that T has depth L
and, for l > 0, Gl is a cycle, if C is c-planar there exists an algorithm to compute a
c-planar drawing of C in O(Ln) time.

Proof. Since Lemma 22 is proved by construction, by applying, levelby level, Lemma 22
starting from levelL to level 1, a planar saturator ofC can be obtained. Since each
step may be performed inO(n) time, the statement follows. 2
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Figure 5.13: (a) DrawingΓGl of Gl with edges of the planar saturator added to the
external or internal face. (b) DrawingΓCl in which two faces (called theinternal
andexternalface) touching all the clusters can be found. (c) saturator edges joining
suitable vertices ofΓCl .
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Chapter 6

Clustered Cycles

In this chapter we propose a polynomial time c-planarity testing and embedding algo-
rithm for rigid clustered cycles. Rigid clustered cycles are flat clustered graph whose
underlying graph is a cycle and the whose graph of the clusters has a fixed planar
embedding.

6.1 The Problem

Let Γ be a planar drawing of a planar graphG andc be a cycle composed of vertices
and edges ofG. We deal with the problem of testing ifc can be drawn onΓ without
crossings.

Of course, if the vertices ofG are drawn as points, the edges as simple curves,
and the drawing ofc must coincide with the drawing of its vertices and edges, then
the problem is trivial. In this casec can be drawn without crossings if and only if it is
simple.

We consider the problem from a different point of view. Namely, we suppose that
the vertices ofG are drawn inΓ as “small circles” and the edges as “thin stripes”.
Hence,c can pass several times through a vertex or through an edge without crossing
itself. In this case even a non-simple cycle can have a chanceto be drawn without
crossings. For example, the cycles of Figs. 6.1.a and 6.1.c can be drawn without
crossings, while the cycles of Figs. 6.1.b and 6.1.d cannot.

The problem, in our opinion, is interesting in itself. However, we study it because
of its meaning in the field of clustered planarity.

We define asclustered cyclea flat clustered graph whose underlying graph is a
cycle. A rigid clustered cycleis a clustered cycleC in which G1(C) has a prescribed
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Examples of cycles which can be drawn without crossings ((a) and (c))
and which cannot ((b) and (d)).
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planar embedding. This is obviously the case whenG1(C) is triconnected. In this
chapter we tackle the c-planarity testing and embedding problem for rigid clustered
cycles. Namely, consider again the problem stated at the beginning of this section and
the examples of Fig. 6.1 according to the above definitions. The cycle is the underlying
graph of a flat clustered graph and the nodes of the graph are the clusters. Thus, the
instance depicted in Fig. 6.1.a has four clusters and an underlying graph which is a
cycle of 12 vertices. If you are able to find a drawing of the cycle without intersections
you are also able to find a c-planar embedding for the rigid clustered cycle and vice
versa. Another description of the c-planarity testing on rigid clustered cycles can be
found in [CDMP05].

6.2 Basic Definitions

In the following we need a slightly wider definition of clustered cycle in whichG1(C)
is allowed to have multiple edges between two nodes. In fact,our planarity testing
algorithm is based on a sequence of transformations of the input instance, in which
graphG1(C) may temporarily become a multigraph.

We define aclustered cycle C(G,G1,ΦV ,ΦE), whereG1 is a graph, possibly with
multiple edges,G is a cycle,ΦV maps each vertex ofG to a vertex ofG1, andΦE

maps each edge ofG between verticesv1 ∈ µ1 andv2 ∈ µ2, whereµ1 6= µ2, to an edge
of G1 between verticesµ1 andµ2.

In the following, to avoid ambiguities, the graphG1 of a clustered cycleC will
be denoted asG1(C), its edges will be calledpipeswhile its vertices will be called
nodesor clusters. For example, the instance of Fig. 6.1.a has four clusters and five
pipes. Also, without loss of generality, we will consider instances whereG1(C) has
no empty pipe.

Given a clusterµ ∈ G1(C), we denote bydeg(µ) the number of pipes that are
adjacent toµ in G1(C), where multiple pipes count for their multiplicity. Thesizeof
a pipe ofG1(C) is the number of edges ofG it contains. As an example, the leftmost
cluster of Fig. 6.1.a has degree three, and the central pipe has size two.

It is easy to see that a path inG whose vertices belong to the same cluster can be
collapsed into a single vertex without affecting the c-planarity property of the clus-
tered cycle. Hence, in the following we consider only clustered cycles where consec-
utive vertices belong to distinct clusters. We callcuspa vertexv of G whose incident
edgese1 ande2 are such thatΦE(e1) = ΦE(e2).

A rigid clustered cycleis such that the embedding ofG1(C) is specified. Given a
rigid clustered cycleC theembeddingΛ of C is the specification, for each pipea in
G1(C) and for each end nodeµ of a, of the total orderingλµ(a) of the edges contained
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µ

b

vi

Figure 6.2: A fountain cluster.

in a when turning aroundµ clockwise. An embedding of a clustered cycle is c-planar
if there exists a planar drawing ofC that respects such an embedding. If an embedding
is c-planar, for each pipea = (µ,ν), we have thatλµ(a) = λν(a), whereλν(a) denotes
the reverse ofλν(a). Hence, to describe a c-planar embedding it is sufficient to specify
for each pipe the order of its edges with respect to one of its end nodes only.

6.3 Fountain Clusters

Consider a clustered cycleC and one of its clustersµ = {v1, . . . ,vq}. Let e′i ande′′i
be the incident edges ofvi . Clusterµ is a fountain clusterif there exists a pipeb,
calledbase of µ, such that for eachvi we have thate′i ∈ b or e′′i ∈ b (see Fig. 6.2 for
an example). Afountain clustered cycleis a clustered cycle in which each cluster is a
fountain cluster.

Let µ be a fountain cluster and letb be a base ofµ. The following properties hold:

Property 10 The edges incident to a cusp v of µ belong to b.

Property 11 Cluster µ has a base b′ 6= b if and only if deg(µ)= 2 and no cusp belongs
to µ. Otherwise µ has exactly one base.

Property 12 Let p 6= b be a pipe incident to µ. If p is a base for µ then size(p) =
size(b), otherwise size(p) < size(b).
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The following property implies that the c-planar embeddingof a fountain clustered
graph is completely described by the order of the edges of thebases.

Property 13 Let Λ be a c-planar embedding of a clustered cycle C, and let µ be a
fountain cluster with base b. For any pipe a6= b we have thatλµ(a) is λµ(b) restricted
to the edges adjacent to the edges of a.

Cluster Expansion

Given a clusterµ of a clustered cycleC, we callcluster expansionof µ the following
operation that produces the clustered cycleC′ (see Fig. 6.3.)

Let a1, . . . ,ak be the pipes incident toµ, wherek = deg(µ). Clusterµ is replaced
in C′ with k new clustersµ1, . . . ,µk, each one incident to pipesa1, . . . ,ak, respectively.
All the other clusters ofC stay unchanged inC′. Each non-cusp vertexv in µ incident
to edgesei ∈ ai andej ∈ a j is replaced inC′ by two new verticesv′ andv′′, with v′ ∈ µi

andv′′ ∈ µj . A new pipe(µi ,µj) is inserted, if not already present, and a new edge
(v′,v′′) is added such that(v′,v′′) ∈ (µi ,µj). Each cusp vertexv having its edges in
pipeai stays unchanged inC′ and is assigned to clusterµi .

Now, we investigate the properties of the cluster expansionoperation. LetC′ be
a clustered cycle obtained fromC by applying a cluster expansion on clusterµ, let
a1, . . . ,ak be the pipes incident toµ, and letµ1, . . . ,µk the corresponding clusters in-
troduced by the cluster expansion.

Property 14 Each cluster µi produced by the cluster expansion is a fountain cluster
with base ai .

Property 15 There are no multiple pipes incident to the clusters µi produced by a
cluster expansion.

By Property 15 cluster expansion can be used to eliminate multiple pipes incident
to µ.

Property 16 Let nµ be the number of vertices of µ and let nµi be the number of vertices
of µi . We have that∑i nµi ≤ 2nµ.

Property 17 The cluster expansion operation on cluster µ can be performed in O(nµ)
time, where nµ is the number of vertices of µ.

Property 18 Applying a cluster expansion to each non-fountain cluster of C produces
a fountain clustered cycle.
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µ

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

v

µ1

µ2

µ3

µ4

µ5v′
v′′

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: An example of cluster expansion: (a) A non-fountain clusterµ. (b) The
result of the cluster expansion.

Up to now, the expansion operation has been defined without considering the em-
bedding ofG1(C) and G1(C′). If C is a rigid clustered cycle it is easy to extend
the definition of cluster expansion considering also embedding issues. The general
idea is to embed the pipes around nodesµi respecting the order that pipesai had in
C aroundµ. Namely, consider, without loss of generality, clusterµ1 inserted by the
cluster expansion. In addition to pipea1, the pipes incident toµ1 are a subset of
{(µ1,µ2), . . . ,(µ1,µk)} and are embedded aroundµ1 as pipes{a1, . . . ,ak} were em-
bedded aroundµ.

Note that, even if the embedding ofG1(C) is planar, the obtained embedding
of G1(C′) may be not planar due to the pipes(µi ,µj) inserted among the clusters
µ1, . . . µk. Given a rigid clustered cycleC, a cluster expansion of one of its clustersµ is
feasibleif the obtained embedding ofG1(C′) is planar, that is, ifC′ is a rigid clustered
cycle. Examples of feasible and non-feasible cluster expansions are shown in Fig. 6.4.

Lemma 24 Given a rigid clustered cycle C, if a cluster expansion of oneof its clusters
µ is not feasible, then C is not c-planar.

Proof. Consider the circular ordering of clusterµ1, . . . ,µk induced by the circular
ordering of pipesa1, . . . ,ak aroundµ. Denote byµi ≺ µj ≺ µh the fact thatµi,µj ,
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: The result of a feasible (a) and a non-feasible (b) cluster expansion.

andµh are encountered in this order in the circular ordering. Since the embedding of
G1(C) is planar and the embedding ofG1(C′) is not, there must be two pipes(µi ,µh)
and(µj ,µl ) in G1(C′) such thatµi ≺ µj ≺ µh ≺ µl . This implies that there exist in
C two paths ofG, one traversingai , µ, ah and the other traversinga j , µ, al . Since
the embedding ofµ is fixed, these two paths cannot be drawn without intersections.
ThereforeC is not c-planar. 2

Lemma 25 Let C be a rigid clustered cycle and let µ be a cluster of C. Let C′ be the
result of a feasible cluster expansion applied to µ. C is c-planar if and only if C′ is
c-planar.

Proof. Suppose thatC is c-planar, and letΓ be a c-planar embedding ofC. A c-planar
embeddingΓ′ of C′ can be computed as follows. For each pipe that is present both
in C and inC′, including pipesa1, . . . , ak incident toµ, we assume that the order of
edges inΓ′ is the same as inΓ. The order of the edges inside the pipes added among
nodesµ1, . . . , µk is determined, according to Properties 14 and 13, by the their order
in the basesa1, . . . ,ak. Hence, the c-planarity ofΓ′ follows from the c-planarity ofΓ.

Suppose now thatC′ is c-planar, and letΓ′ be a c-planar embedding ofC′. A
c-planar embeddingΓ of C can directly obtained fromΓ′. Since all pipes ofC are
also present inC′, the order of their edges can be assumed to be the same as inΓ′.
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Consider edgeeof pipe(µi ,µj) in Γ′. The pathei , e, ej of Γ′, whereei ∈ ai andej ∈ a j

corresponds to pathei , ej in Γ. Hence, the c-planarity ofΓ′ implies the c-planarity of
Γ. 2

Pipe Contraction

We call a pipeb between two fountain clustersµ andν contractibleif:

• b is the only pipe betweenµ andν,

• b is a base for bothµ andν, and

• b is the only base for one of them.

We define thepipe contractionoperation on a contractible pipeb as follows. The
pipe contraction produces a clustered cycleC′ starting from a clustered cycleC by
replacingµ, ν, andb, with a new clusterµ′, which is adjacent to all the clusters which
µ andν were adjacent to. Ifµ andν were adjacent to the same clusterρ, µ′ is doubly
adjacent toρ; that is, the pipe contraction may introduce multiple pipesincident toµ′.
An example of pipe contraction is shown in Fig. 6.5. Note thatthe new clusterµ′ is,
in general, not a fountain cluster.

µ
b

ν

ρ

µ′

ρ

(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: An example of pipe contraction: (a) pipeb before contraction; (b) The
result of the contraction ofb.

Sinceb is a base for bothµ andν, each edgeein enteringµ or ν belongs to a path
pC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek, vk,eout, whereeout is the first edge exitingµ or ν andei ∈ b,
i = 1, . . . ,k, k≥ 1. PathpC is replaced bypC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout, with vµ′ ∈ µ′.
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If C is a rigid clustered cycle, analogously to the expansion operation, the defini-
tion of the pipe contraction operation can be extended in order to take into account
embedding issues. Namely, we can give to the pipes aroundµ′ the same circular order
they have inC around the subgraph composed ofµ, ν, andb.

The following properties are trivial to prove.

Property 19 Let nµ and nν be the number of vertices of µ andν, respectively. The
number of vertices of µ′ is at most(nµ+nν)/2.

Property 20 The pipe contraction operation on a contractible pipe b can be per-
formed in O(size(b)) time.

R(µ′)

p1
C′

peven
C′

podd
C′

pν
C′

R(µ)

R(ν)
��

b
�

�

p1
C

peven
C

podd
C pν

C

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: A drawingΓ′ of C′ (a) and the corresponding drawingΓ of C (b).

Lemma 26 Let C be a rigid fountain clustered cycle and let b be a contractible pipe.
Let C′ be the rigid clustered cycle obtained from C by applying a pipe contraction
operation to b. C is c-planar if and only if C′ is c-planar.

Proof. Suppose thatC is c-planar, letΓ be a c-planar drawing ofC, we show how
to build a c-planar drawingΓ′ of C′ by slightly modifyingΓ. Namely, regionR(µ′)
is the union ofR(µ), R(ν), and the stripe corresponding tob. (Observe thatR(µ′)
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6. CLUSTEREDCYCLES

is connected.) Each pathpC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek,vk,eout of C, with ΦE(ei) = b, is
replaced bypC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout, wherevµ′ replacesv, and all verticesvi , with i = 1, . . . ,k,
are removed, joining their incident edges. It is easy to see that the obtained drawing
is a c-planar drawing ofC′.

Suppose now thatC′ is c-planar, and letΓ′ be a c-planar drawing ofC′. We provide
a c-planar drawingΓ of C by suitably modifyingΓ′. We take regionR(µ) = R(µ′).
Observe that inΓ′ all the pipes that were incident toν are consecutively attached to the
border ofR(µ′). Hence, it is possible to add two arbitrarily thin stripes, corresponding
to b andR(ν), respectively, along the border ofR(µ′) in such a way to intersect those
pipes only (see Fig 6.6.b).

Now, consider the edges enteringR(µ′) that were incident toµ before contraction
in counterclockwise order. Letein be the current edge andpC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout be the
path ofC′ that replacedpC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek,vk,eout. (Remember thatk≥ 1.)

If k = 1, it is easy to obtain a drawing ofpC = ein,v,e1,v1,eout starting from the
drawing ofpC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout by replacingvµ′ with v and splittingeout with a vertexv1

in such a way thatv1 is intoR(µ) (see pathsp1
C′ andp1

C of Fig 6.6 for an example.)
Analogously, if k is odd (eout was incident toν) it is possible to drawpC =

ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek,vk,eout in a thin stripe along the drawing ofpC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout (see
pathspodd

C′ andpodd
C of Fig 6.6 for an example).

If k is even, then bothein andeout were incident toµ in C. In this case the drawing
of pC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout does not immediately provide a drawing ofpC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,
ek,vk,eout, which can be built as follows. Vertexv is placed intoR(µ) as edgeein

crosses the border ofR(µ). Edgee1 follows clockwise the border ofR(µ) till the
previous edgee′in enteringR(µ) is found (orR(ν) is reached). Since edgesein are
considered in counterclockwise order and sinceb was a base for bothµ andν, path
p′C, starting with edgee′in, always has vertexv′ into R(µ) andv′1 into R(ν). Therefore,
edgee1 can be drawn arbitrarily near to pathp′C and can be terminated withv1 placed
into R(ν). Edgesei , with i = 2, . . . ,k, can be drawn in an arbitrarily thin stripe adjacent
to e1, positioningvi alternately intoR(µ) andR(ν). Finally, edgeeout can follow path
pC′ to exitR(ν) (see pathspeven

C′ andpeven
C of Fig 6.6 for an example.)

Now, consider the edges enteringR(µ′) that were incident toν before the contrac-
tion. Letein be the current edge andpC′ = ein,vµ′ ,eout be the path ofC′ that replaced
pC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek,vk,eout. If k is odd, the drawing ofpC = ein,v,e1,v1, . . . ,ek,vk,eout

was already considered above. Ifk is even, then the whole pathpC can be drawn in an
arbitrary small stripe alongein (see pathspν

C′ andpν
C of Fig 6.6 for an example.) 2
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6.4 C-Planarity Testing of Clustered Cycles

In this section we describe a c-planarity testing algorithmfor rigid clustered cycles.
The algorithm is based on the following lemmas.

Lemma 27 Let C be a fountain clustered cycle such that G1(C) is not a simple cycle
and has not multiple pipes. There exists at least one contractible pipe b∗ in G1(C).

µi µi+1bibi−1

(a)

µi µi+1
bibi−1 bi+1

(b)

µi µi+1
bibi−1 bi+1

(c)

Figure 6.7: Three cases used in the proof of Lemma 27: (a) cluster µi+1 has degree
different from two; (b)µi+1 has degree two andbi is the only base forµi+1; and (c)
µi+1 has degree two and has two bases.

Proof. We search for a contractible pipe by considering one pipe at atime. We start
from a pipeb1(µ1,µ2) of maximum size in the whole clustered cycleC. Observe that,
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6. CLUSTEREDCYCLES

sinceb1 is a pipe of maximum size also among those incident to bothµ1 andµ2, by
Property 12,b1 is a base for both of them. Ifµ1 has degree different from two, by
Property 11,µ1 has a single base and the statement holds withb∗ = b1. If µ1 has
degree two and its second pipeb0 is not a base forµ1, then again the statement holds
with b∗ = b1. Otherwise, letbi(µi ,µi+1) be the current pipe, wherebi is a base for both
µi andµi+1 andµi has a second basebi−1. Two cases are possible:

1. µi+1 has degree different from two (see Fig. 6.7.a). In this case,by Property 11,
µi+1 has the single basebi and the statement holds withb∗ = bi.

2. µi+1 has degree two.

a) If µi+1 only admitsbi as a base (see, for example, Fig. 6.7.b), then again
the statement holds withb∗ = bi .

b) If µi+1 has two bases (see, for example, Fig. 6.7.c), letbi+1 = (µi+1,µi+2)
be the second base ofµi+1. Due to Property 12,size(bi+1) = size(bi).
Thereforebi+1 is also a base for its incident clusterµi+2 6= µi+1. We carry
on the search by taking as current pipebi+1.

SinceG1(C) is not a simple cycle, it is assured that the current pipebi is different from
the starting pipeb1 and that there exists at least aj for which b j is the only base for
µj . 2

We introduce a quantity, denotedE(C), that will be used to analyze the algorithm
both in terms of correctness and in terms of time complexity.Intuitively, it is an
indicator of the structural complexity ofG1(C). QuantityE(C) is defined as follows:

E(C) = ∑
a∈{pipes ofG1(C)}

(size(a))2.

Our c-planarity testing algorithm consists of a sequence oftransformations of
the input clustered cycleC. Some of these transformations are pairs of consecutive
contraction-expansionoperations, that is, we select a contractible pipeb, we contractb
generating a new clusterµ, and we perform a cluster expansion onµ. The following
lemmas show howE changes after a pair of consecutive contraction-expansionoper-
ations. First, we need this technical lemma:

Lemma 28 Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b= (µ′,µ′′) be a contractible
pipe. LetC′ be the clustered cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b produc-
ing cluster µ. Let C∗ be the clustered cycle obtained by applying a cluster expansion
to µ which is replaced in C∗ by clusters µ1, . . . ,µk. If one between clusters µ1, . . . ,µk

has degree one then b contains edges incident to cusps.
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Proof. Suppose clusterµj has degree one. Vertices inµj are cusps. Now, consider
pipea j incident toµj . Edges contained ina j are all adjacent to the cusps contained
into µj . Pipea j is also present inC, where it is incident toµ′ or µ′′ (sayµ′) and has the
same internal edges. It is easy to show thata j can not contain edges incident to cusps
in C. In fact, two cases are possible:

• a j is a base forµ′. In this case, by Property 11,µ′ has degree two and cannot
have cusps.

• a j is not a base forµ′. In this case, Property 10 guarantees thata j can not
contain edges incident to cusps.

Therefore, edges ina j must be part of paths traversingb more than one time. This
proves the statement. 2

Lemma 29 Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b= (µ′,µ′′) be a contractible
pipe. Let C′ be the clustered cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b produc-
ing cluster µ. Let C∗ be the clustered cycle obtained by applying a cluster expansion
to µ. If C∗ has only one pipe p more than C′, i.e., the same number of pipes of C, then
E(C∗) < E(C).

Proof. In order to prove the statement, it is sufficient to show thatsize(b) > size(p).
We prove this by showing that each edge ofp corresponds to one edge ofb, while b
contains at least one extra edge for each cusp ofµ′ andµ′′, which have at least one
cusp.

By construction,p can not have edges incident to cusps. Also, by construction
each edgee in p corresponds to a path traversingb. Edgee corresponds to a single
edge ofb if such a path has no cusp and to more than one edge otherwise. Therefore,
in order to prove thatsize(b) > size(p) it is sufficient to show thatb has edges incident
to cusps. In fact, suppose by contradiction thatb has no edge incident to a cusp.

• If one betweenµ′ andµ′′, sayµ′, has degree one, thenµ′ contains only cusps,
contradicting the fact thatb does not contains edges incident to cusps.

• If both µ′ andµ′′ have degree two, then, sinceb is a base for both of them, by
Property 11b can not be the single base for one of them, contradicting the fact
thatb is a contractible pipe.

• Otherwise, one betweenµ′ or µ′′, sayµ′, has degree greater than two andµ′′

has degree at least two. In this case, the cluster expansion applied toµ inserts
clustersµ1, . . . ,µk, with k > 2. Therefore, there must be one clusterµj which
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6. CLUSTEREDCYCLES

had degree one and by Lemma 28 we have thatb contains edges incident to
cusps.

From the above discussion we have thatsize(b) > size(p) and, hence,E(C∗) < E(C).
2

Lemma 30 Let C be a fountain clustered cycle and let b= (µ′,µ′′) be a contractible
pipe. Let C∗ be the clustered cycle obtained by applying a pipe contraction to b
followed by a cluster expansion of the obtained cluster µ. Wehave thatE(C∗) <E(C).

Proof. Let C′ be the clustered cycle generated by the pipe contraction applied to
b = (µ′,µ′′), where, without loss of generality,b is the only base forµ′. C′ contains all
the pipes ofC with the exception ofb, thenE(C′) = E(C)− (size(b))2.

C∗ has the same pipes ofC′ plus a set of new pipesp1, . . . , ph. If h = 0 then
E(C∗) = E(C′) < E(C). If h = 1 by Lemma 29E(C∗) < E(C).

Supposeh≥ 2. We have thatE(C∗)=E(C′)+∑h
j=1(size(p j ))

2 =E(C)−(size(b))2+

∑h
j=1(size(p j))

2. Observe that each edge contained in the pipesp1, . . . , ph is generated
by the split of a vertex inµ, and that by construction the number of vertices inµ is
at mostsize(b). Then,∑h

j=1size(p j) ≤ size(b). Hence,∑h
j=1(size(p j ))

2 < (size(b))2,
and the statement follows. 2

Lemma 31 A clustered cycle C whose graph of the clusters G1(C) is a path is c-
planar.

Proof. Let µ1, . . . ,µm be the nodes ofG1(C) in the order in which they appear in the
path. A planar embedding ofC can be built as follows. Traverse the cycleG starting
from a vertex inµ1. Each edgee belonging to pipea = (µi ,µj) is inserted at the last
position ofλµi (a) and at the first position ofλµj (a). When the path comes back toµ1

for the last time it can be connected to the starting point preserving c-planarity. See
Fig. 6.8 for an example. 2

We are now ready to introduce the c-planarity testing algorithm for a rigid clus-
tered cycleC. First, the algorithm performs a cluster expansion for eachcluster. If one
of such expansions is not feasible, then, according to Lemma24,C is not c-planar. If
all the expansions are feasible, according to Property 18, we obtain a fountain clus-
tered cycleC f , which is c-planar if and only ifC is c-planar. Also, by Property 15,C f

does not have multiple pipes. IfG1(C f ) is a cycle, then the c-planarity ofC f can be
easily tested using the results described in Chapter 5 (see also [CDPP04, CDPP05]).
If G1(C f ) is a path, then Lemma 31 states thatC f is c-planar.
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µ1 µ2 µ3 µ4

Figure 6.8: A c-planar drawing of clustered cycleC whose graph of the clustersG1(C)
is a path.

If G1(C f ) is not a cycle nor a path, then Lemma 27 guarantees that there exists a
contractible pipeb∗ = (µ,ν). Perform a contraction operation onb∗. Perform a cluster
expansion on the resulting cluster. Note that the pipe contraction may temporarily
generate multiple pipes; however, by Property 15, the subsequent cluster expansion
produces a clustered cycle which has no multiple pipes.

If the expansion is not feasible, thenC is not c-planar (Lemma 24). Otherwise,
we obtain a fountain clustered cycle with no multiple pipes which is c-planar if and
only if C is c-planar and we can iterate the two last operations until the clusters of the
clustered cycle form a cycle, or a path, or a cluster expansion is non-feasible.

The algorithm, calledClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting, is formally described in
Fig. 6.9.

Theorem 23 Given a rigid clustered cycle C(G,G1,ΦV ,ΦE), there exists an algo-
rithm to test if C is c-planar in O(n3) time, where n is the number of vertices of G.

Proof. First, we prove that algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting gives the cor-
rect result. If all initial cluster expansions are feasible, then, by Lemma 25 and Prop-
erties 18 and 15, we obtain a fountain clustered cycle without multiple edges which
is c-planar if and only if the input clustered cycleC is c-planar. Otherwise, if a non-
feasible cluster expansion is encountered, we have by Lemma24 thatC is not c-planar.

LetCi be the current fountain clustered cycle with no multiple edges. If If G1(Ci) is
a cycle, then the c-planarity testing algorithm for k-cluster cycles shown in Chapter 5
can be applied. IfG1(Ci) is a path, by Lemma 31, it is always c-planar. Otherwise,
Lemma 27 guarantees that there exists a contractible pipeb∗ in Ci . A pair of pipe
contraction and cluster expansion can be performed producing a fountain clustered
cycleCi+1 with no multiple edges which, by Lemmas 25 and 26, is c-planarif and only
if Ci is c-planar. By Lemma 30, each pair of pipe contraction and cluster expansion
operations decreasesE . SinceE can not be negative, the body of thewhile cycle is
executed a finite number of times and therefore the algorithmalways terminates.
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Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting

input A rigid clustered cycleC

output True if C is c-planar, false otherwise

for all clustersµ in C do
perform a cluster expansion ofµ
if the cluster expansion ofµ is not feasiblethen

return false
end if

end for
{at this pointC is a fountain clustered cycle with no multiple pipes}
while C is not a cycle or a pathdo

let b be a contractible pipe ofC
apply a pipe contraction tob, obtaining clusterµ′.
perform a cluster expansion ofµ′

if the cluster expansion ofµ′ is not feasiblethen
return false

end if
end while
{at this pointC is a cycle or a path}
if C is a cyclethen

return the result of the c-planarity testing onC
else

return true
end if

Figure 6.9: AlgorithmClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting
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Second, we prove that algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting can be always
executed inO(n3) time, wheren is the number of vertices ofG. In the first phase of
the algorithm a cluster expansion is performed for all the clusters. By Property 17,
each cluster expansion can be performed on a clusterµ in O(nµ) time, wherenµ is the
number of vertices ofµ. Therefore, this phase can be performed in linear time in the
number of vertices ofG. Also, at the end of this phase, by Property 16, the number of
vertices is at most 2n.

By Properties 16 and 19, each pair of cluster expansion and pipe contraction op-
erations does not increase the number of vertices of the cycle. Also, by Properties 17
and 20, the two operations can be performed in linear time with respect ton.

Suppose thatE is the value ofE after the first phase of cluster expansions. We
have thatE = O(n2).

By Lemma 30 each pair of pipe contraction and cluster expansion operations de-
creasesE(C). Hence, the body of thewhile cycle is executed at mostE times. Also,
contractible pipes can be determined in constant time usinga suitable data structure
that contains the candidate bases and that is updated after each operation. Therefore,
algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting works inO(n2)×O(n) time, that is,O(n3)
time. 2

6.5 Computing C-Planar Embeddings of Clustered Cycles

In this section we show how to build an embedding for a c-planar rigid clustered cycle.
We assume that Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting, described in Section 6.4,
has been applied, and that each step of the algorithm has beenrecorded. The clus-
tered cycleCend obtained at the last step of the execution of the algorithm issuch that
G1(Cend) is a cycle or a path. IfG1(Cend) is a cycle a c-planar embedding ofCend

can be easily computed by using the results described in Chapter 5. Otherwise, if
G1(Cend) is a path a c-planar embedding ofCend can be computed by using the tech-
nique introduced in the proof of Lemma 31. The embedding of the input clustered
cycle can be obtained by going through the transformations operated by Algorithm
ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting in reverse order starting from a c-planar embedding
of Cend.

Algorithm ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting performs two kind of operations: pipe
contraction and cluster expansion. For each cluster expansion on a clustered cycleC,
which produces a cluster cycleC′, the embedding ofC is directly obtained from the
embedding ofC′ since all pipes inC′ are also inC and their embedding do not change
(see the proof of Lemma 25).

For each pipe contraction on a clustered cycleC, which produces a cluster cycleC′,
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the embedding ofC can be computed starting from the embeddingΛ′ of C′ as follows.
Produce a drawingΓ′ of C′ according toΛ′. Produce a drawingΓ of C starting from
Γ′ as described in the proof of Lemma 26. Extract the embeddingΛ from Γ.

Since obtaining a c-planar drawing from an embedding and vice versa can be
performed in linear time, and since ClusteredCyclePlanarityTesting has aO(n3) time
complexity, we can state the following result.

Theorem 24 Given a c-planar rigid clustered cycle, a c-planar embedding of it can
be computed in O(n3) time.
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Chapter 7

An Example Application

In this chapter we show an example of application of clustered drawings in the context
of network visualization. We propose a new visualization metaphor for the Internet
Graph at AS level, which shows at the same time the AS graph andthe Internet hier-
archy.

7.1 The Visualization Problem

The Internet can be visualized at different abstraction levels for different purposes.
For example, if one is interested in all the technical features of the network, then
the Internet can be visualized with an high level of detail, showing the local area
networks, the routers, and the point-to-point links. On theother extreme, if one is
interested only in the relationships between Internet Service Providers (ISPs), then
the Internet can be visualized at the Autonomous Systems (AS) level, where an AS is
a collection of networks under the same administrative authority. At such a level, the
Internet is currently partitioned into more than 20,000 ASes. An on-line survey about
the visualization of the Internet can be found in [atl].

Many research efforts have been done for visualizing the Internet at the AS level.
Some systems aim at visualizing the entire Internet structure (see, e.g., [HPMkc02,
wal, CEH96, ine, ipm]), while others visualize a small portion of it with different
specific purposes. For example [CDD+02] describes a system that visualizes the re-
lationships between ASes that are stored into an Internet Registry. The BGPlay sys-
tem [CDM+05] displays the evolution over time of the routing paths traversed by the
traffic to a selected AS. BGPlay is a quite popular tool between ISPs operators and has
been adopted by international organizations that publish real time collected data about
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inter-AS routing [ris, ore]. A project that has a similar goal is presented in [MLZ05].
However, the research on the visualization of the Internet has to face new inter-

esting challenges. In fact, recent studies [Gao01, DPP03] have shown that the ISPs
(and then the ASes) of the Internet are self-organized into acustomer-provider hierar-
chy (in the followingInternet Hierarchy). In this hierarchy, customers buy from their
providers a transit service for their traffic to and from the Internet. In [SARK02] each
ISP is assigned to a level, according to its rank in the Internet Hierarchy. At this point,
the problem of visually representing the Internet Hierarchy naturally arises.

An amazing number of methods have been devised to visually represent hier-
archies in a variety of application domains (see, to give a few examples, [BFF05,
YFDH01, BC03, BKW03]) many of which are targeted to show verylarge hierar-
chies.

In this chapter we address the problem of the simultaneous visualization of the
Internet Hierarchy and of other Internet features that are interesting from some ap-
plicative perspective. More specifically, we extend the visualization paradigm that has
been successfully adopted in BGPlay [CDM+05] enriching it with support for the In-
ternet Hierarchy visualization. Another description of the new visualization paradigm
can be found in [CDM+06]. Fig. 7.1 shows a screenshot of the BGPlay system. The
red vertex (AS137), indicated by an arrow, is the AS we are focusing on. The pic-
ture represents paths to reach AS137 from several other ASesat a certain time. For
example, the path AS16150, AS6939, AS6762, AS137 is shown tobe used for traf-
fic incoming AS137 from AS16150. No information is availablein this visualization
about the relevance of ASes and their economic relationships.

Fig. 7.2 shows a screenshot of BGPlay enhanced with the visualization system
presented in this chapter. To visualize the Internet Hierarchy we use the metaphor
of a topographic map. The contour lines are used to confine ASes that are at the
same level of the hierarchy. For example, the ASes inside thecentral brown area are
top level ASes. As the “hill” decreases in height the ASes decrease their rank in the
hierarchy. The map shows quite well that some of the traffic flows have to climb the
entire hierarchy to reach AS137, while other flows take “shortcuts”. For example, the
path AS16150, AS6939, AS6762, AS137 does not pass through the Internet backbone
since AS6939 and AS6762 exchange traffic at a lower level. Such kind of paths are
usually more efficient and less expensive than paths that pass through the Internet
backbone. An example of a real topographic map is show in Fig.7.3; more detail
about topographic maps can be found in [wik].

Observe that drawing a network within the above described metaphor can be inter-
preted as a special case of a clustered graph drawing problem, where the hierarchy de-
scribes a simple structure of clusters. Several authors dealt with the problem of repre-
senting a clustered graph using a spring embedder approach.Eades and Huang [EH00]
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Figure 7.1: A screenshot of the BGPlay system showing the same AS-graph shown in
Fig. 7.2.

proposed a system for the visualization of huge graphs, by first performing a cluster-
ing and then visualizing a portion of the graph by applying a force-directed approach.
Walshaw [Wal01] introduced an heuristic method for drawinglarge graphs which uses
a multilevel technique combined with a force directed placement algorithm. Frishman
and Tal [FT04] proposed an algorithm for dynamic drawings ofclustered graphs.

7.2 Background

We provide some networking background and a brief description of the BGPlay rout-
ing visualization system.
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Figure 7.2: A screenshot of the BGPlay system enhanced by thetopographic map ap-
proach described in this chapter. The AS that originates theprefix is 137, highlighted
in red an indicated by an arrow. Our approach clearly shows the importance of the
ASes traversed by paths ending into 137.

Networking

In the Internet each host is identified by anIP address. An IP prefix identifies a set of
(contiguous) IP addresses having the same leftmostn bits, (e.g. 193.204.0.0/15 indi-
cates a prefix 15 bits long) [Tan96]. Similarly to telephone call routing, inter-domain
routing in the Internet is based on the destination prefix. Since a prefix identifies a set
of addresses, it implicitly identifies a set of hosts having such addresses.

An Autonomous System(AS) is a portion of the Internet under a single adminis-
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Figure 7.3: Examples of a real topographic map (courtesy of the U.S. GS).

trative authority. An Internet Service Provider (ISP) typically runs one or more ASes.
Each AS is identified by an integer number. Traffic starting from an AS and directed
to a specific prefix traverses a sequence of ASes calledAS-path. The configuration
of such paths on the routing devices is too complicated to be manually performed.
Hence, ASes exchange routing information with other ASes bymeans of a routing
protocol calledBorder Gateway Protocol(BGP) [Ste99]. BGP is based on a dis-
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tributed architecture whereborder routersthat belong to distinct ASes exchange the
information they know about the reachability of prefixes. Two border routers that di-
rectly exchange information are said to have a apeering sessionbetween them, and
the ASes they belong to areadjacent.

TheAS-graphis the graph having one vertex for each AS and one edge between
each pair of adjacent ASes. Note that the AS-graph is not a multi-graph.

Each router stores information about routing in itsRouting Information Base(RIB).
The RIB is a table where each row is a pair〈prefix,AS-path〉 meaning that a certain
prefix is reachable through the associated AS-path. Such pairs are calledroutes. The
main purpose of BGP is to allow the routers to exchange the routes they know. Since
RIBs may be huge, the BGP process running on a router sends to its peers the full RIB
only when a peering session is set up. During regular operation only changes to the
RIB, calledupdates, are sent.

Routes related to a certain prefix begin their existence within an AS called the
originator of the prefix (typically the AS to which the prefix belongs). These routes
are propagated by means of updates to adjacent ASes, which inturn propagate it to
adjacent ASes, etc. Every time a router propagates an update, it prepends its AS
identifier to the AS-path; thus, the AS-path of an update is the list of ASes that the
update has passed through.

The Internet Hierarchy

ASes cooperate in order to ensure good connectivity serviceto their customers but are
competitors from a commercial point of view. Commercial relationships among ISPs
directly influence how BGP routers are configured. Router configurations affect, in
turn, the AS-paths that can be announced in the Internet. A valid AS-path is usually
made of three consecutive parts [SARK02]: (i) it first traverses the Internet walking on
the edges of the AS-graph in the direction from customers to providers, (ii) it option-
ally traverses one peer-to-peer relationship between two ASes of the same relevance,
and (iii) it traverses the Internet walking on the edges of the AS-graph in the direction
from providers to customers till the destination is reached.

In an ideal world,tier 1 ASesdo not have any provider and are involved in peer-
to-peer relationships with all the other tier 1 ASes; further, tier-i ASes are customers
of ASes of tiers greater thani, are involved in peer-to-peer relationships with other
tier-i ASes, and are providers of ASes of tiers less thani. From BGP routing tables it
is possible to infer, with a few errors, the tier of the each AS[SARK02].
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The BGPlay Internet Visualization Service

BGPlay is a service that displays the portion of the AS graph that describes how the
traffic flows to a certain AS from a set of selected ASes. It obtains routing data from
well-known and publicly available sources, namely the Routing Information Service
(RIPE NCC) [ris] and the Route Views project (University of Oregon) [ore] whose
archives are used for network debugging purposes or scientific investigation and are
updated in real-time.

To query BGPlay, the user connects to a Web page, which hosts BGPlay, and
starts the BGPlay applet which presents a query window asking for a prefix and a
time interval. When the user submits the query, BGPlay processes the request and
displays the animation window (Fig. 7.1), which presents the routing information.

The left part of the animation window contains the time panel, which plots the
number of events over time on a logarithmic scale. The bottomof the panel corre-
sponds to the start of the query interval and the top of the graph to the end; a small
blue triangle indicates the current time (initially, the start of the query interval). The
user may jump to a specific instant within the query interval by clicking on the time
panel.

The main part of the window shows an AS-graph and the routing at a certain
instant of time for the prefix specified by the user. Each number represents an AS,
and the AS originating the prefix is placed in the center of thegraph and highlighted
by a red circle. Each solid or dashed line represents a segment of an AS-path seen
by RIS or Oregon Route Views. An AS-path starts in the originating AS and stops
in an AS which provides BGP routing data to RIS or Oregon RouteViews. The AS-
paths that do not change during the query interval are mergedinto trees rooted at the
origin AS and drawn dashed. Each tree is drawn in different color so that it can be
unambiguously identified. AS-paths that change during the query interval are drawn
solid and are not merged.

Note that the graph may contain isolated nodes which have no paths to the origin
AS. This does not necessarily imply that these ASes do not have a path to the queried
prefix: more usually these ASes do not contain collector-peers (and thus no informa-
tion about their routing is known) and appear in the graph because they have been or
will be part of a path which was in use in another moment of the query interval.

BGPlay can animate the evolution of the routing over time. A panel, on the left of
the window, shows the density of routing events over the interval of time of the query
and highlights the instant of time whose routing is currently shown in the main part of
the window.
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7.3 Choosing the Visualization Metaphor

When we had to select a visualization metaphor for showing atthe same time both
the AS-paths of the BGP routing and the levels of the ASes hierarchy, we considered
several possible options and focused on three main choices.

1. The classical approach of Sugiyama et al. [STT81] visualizes a hierarchy by
assigning they-coordinate of each vertex (AS) according to its rank. In this
way, top (bottom) level vertices appear in the upper (lower)part of the drawing.

2. Another typically adopted strategy for visualizing a hierarchy [Car80] was to
represent ASes with a size and/or color proportional to their rank in the hierar-
chy.

3. A further possibility was to extend the visualization approach already used for
BGPlay [CDM+05] by placing the ASes within a “topographic map” where
each AS falls into the region assigned to its level.

We deliberately ruled out three-dimensional representations, since, apart from the
fascination of such a scenario, effectively browsing a three-dimensional environment
involves the use of sophisticated interfaces, while network operators and researchers
appear to be reluctant to adopt particularly complex software architectures and tools.

Before discarding options 1 and 2 we performed several experiments against typ-
ical routing scenarios obtained by querying the Routing Information Service of the
RIPE NCC and equipping this information with the Internet hierarchy computed with
the algorithm of [SARK02]. The purpose of the experiments was to compare the
readability of the three graphic metaphors above from an information visualization
perspective. To this aim we drew several diagrams accordingto the three strategies.

From our experiments we could observe the following pros andcons for the three
metaphors

The traditional hierarchical representation through layered drawings, although
very effective in conveying the hierarchy information associated with the ASes, turned
out to be unsatisfactory for our application. In layered drawings, in fact, thex-
coordinates of the nodes are generally chosen in order to reduce edge crossings. It
is often the case that a climbing path zigzags horizontally the diagram (see Fig. 7.4),
reducing its readability. Also, two nodes which are one nearthe other on the same
level (see the black and the gray nodes of Fig. 7.4) may represent ASes that are ac-
tually very distant in the network. On the other hand, the number of edge crossings
jumps up when thex-coordinates of the nodes are somehow constrained. Finally,
many of the algorithms used for producing hierarchical representations do not allow
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Figure 7.4: An handmade layered drawing showing the drawbacks of this kind of rep-
resentation. Observe how paths zigzag while climbing and descending the hierarchy.
Also, ASes that are very far in the network may be representedby nodes which are
very near in the drawing (as the black and the gray nodes).

links between nodes of the same layer, which are very common in practice. Some
examples of layered drawings with intra-rank edges can be found in [ST01, Wad01].

Using size and colorto suggest the rank of the AS in the hierarchy has the ad-
vantage of being a very simple strategy, easy to implement and to plug into existing
visualization systems, but, on the other hand has the major disadvantage of depriving
the user of an overall view on the ASes of the same level. ASes are scattered in the
drawing, and there is no clue of how many levels of the hierarchy are involved and
how many links span more than one level.

The “topographic map” strategy produced the most clear and intuitive drawings.
In such metaphor, ASes of the same rank are drawn inside the same region and regions
corresponding to a higher level are contained inside the regions corresponding to the
lower ones. Further, this metaphor is consistent with well-known drawing conventions
in the area of inter-domain routing where the AS-paths are merged into a graph, which
is colored in such a way to make it possible to uniquely reconstruct the path from each
AS to the AS advertising the prefix.

More in detail, in our approach, the tiers of the ASes play therole of the elevation.
We can imagine the drawing as a topographic map in which ASes of tier 1, the top
level, are drawn in the middle, resembling the peak of a mountain, and ASes of lower
levels are drawn progressively farther, as if they were on the downhill of the mountain.
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More formally, each tieri is associated with a connected region of the plane that we
denoteAi with i = 1. . .T, whereT is the number of tiers. RegionAi , with i = 2, . . . ,T,
has a hole which contains regionAi−1. All and only ASes of tieri are contained
into regionAi . The shape of the regions is a critical issue, since it constrains the
layout of the ASes and hence may reduce the effectiveness of alayout algorithm in
obtaining drawings with small edge length, even ASes distribution, and small number
of crossings. In an ideal topographic map the regions have not necessarily a regular
shape, but smoothly surround the ASes that they contain. Region shapes and ASes
positions are strictly related, since in order to be enclosed into a region the ASes of
the same tier should be near one to the other.

We recall that theedge region crossingsof a map is the number of edges that
cross the border of the same region more than once. Consider that when an edge
connects two nodes in different regions a crossing between such edge and a region
border occurs. On the other hand, each edge should cross the border of a region at
most once. For readability reasons, we prefer topographic maps with no edge region
crossing.

The algorithm described in Section 7.4 produces such drawings which look very
much like a topographic map with a superimposed AS-graph.

Concerning the representation of the AS-paths and of the waythey change over
time, we adopt the same drawing standard adopted by BGPlay and described in Sec-
tion 7.2. An example of the final result is shown in Fig. 7.2.

7.4 Layout Algorithm

In this section we describe the layout algorithm for producing drawings according to
the visualization metaphor described in Section 7.3.

We adopt a force directed approach, also calledspring embedder, which computes
the final layout of the input graph as the equilibrium configuration of a simulated phys-
ical system where the nodes are represented by mutually repulsing electric charges
and the edges by springs with a given stiffness and a natural length [FR91, DETT99].
Several factors encourage such a choice: (i) Since its physical system can be enriched
with additional forces, a spring embedder is easily tailorable to account for additional
constraints on the drawings [SM95a, SM95b, DETT99]. (ii) Spring embedders have
already been used to produce drawings of clustered graphs inwhich the nodes of each
cluster are constrained to stay inside the same region of theplane [EH00]. (iii) The
original BGPlay interface obtains pleasant and effective results with a spring embed-
der algorithm.

Our visualization metaphor is quite different from the drawing conventions for
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which spring embedders are usually applied. In fact, our regions are all contained one
inside the other and their boundaries have not a fixed shape. Therefore, we devised a
new model whose main ingredients are the following.

• In order to enclose one region into the other, and force the ASes to belong to
their assigned region, we introduce one border regionBi at a time, starting from
the inner regionB1 and ending withBT−1, whereT is the number of tiers (ASes
of tier T have no boundary). When a border is introduced, additional forces are
added to the physical model to ensure that the ASes are enclosed into the border
of their region. In this phase the region borders are constrained to be circular.
The incremental introduction of the borders will make edge region crossings
unlikely to occur.

• In order to allow bordersBi to change their shape and adapt to the position of
the ASes (as required by the topographic metaphor describedin Section 7.3),
we represent each border with a chain of very close special nodes, calledborder
nodes. When all region borders are introduced, these border nodesare allowed
to move. Also, by suitably removing or adding border nodes tothe chains,
we control their density, since a loose chain of border nodeswould easily be
traversed by an AS, while a too dense chain would wind on itself.

A detailed description of our layout algorithm follows. Theinput of the algorithm
is the AS-graph where each AS is labeled with a tier number in{1, . . . ,T}. The
output of the algorithm is a layout of the AS-graph and the borders that separates
areasA1, . . . ,AT where each area contains all ASes associated with its tier asstated in
Section 7.3.

The layout algorithm is composed of two phases.

Phase 1. A set of T −1 concentric circular bordersB1, . . . ,BT−1 are identified on
the plane, with radiusr1 < r2 < .. . < rT−1. We denote byA1 the area enclosed byB1

and byAi , with i = 2, . . . ,T−1, the area enclosed byBi and outsideBi−1. The purpose
of this phase is to ensure that, for each tieri, all ASes belonging to tieri are placed
inside areaAi . This is obtained by means of an incremental layout strategythat starts
from ASes of Tier 1 (see Figs. 7.5, 7.6, 7.7).

Consider, for each boundaryBi of radiusr i , circlesB−
i andB+

i with radiusr−i =
r i − ε andr+

i = r i + ε respectively, whereε is a very small number with respect to the
radius ofBi .

1. ASes of Tier 1 are confined insideB−
1 by a force f−1 that attracts these ASes

toward the center of the drawing and that is null outsideB−
1 . All other ASes
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Figure 7.5: Example of application of the algorithm. Phase 1, the addition of the first
fence.

are kept outsideB+
1 by a force f +

1 that repulses these ASes from the center of
the drawing and that is null insideB+

1 . With these additional forces the spring
embedder is run until an equilibrium is reached.

2. The space betweenB−
1 andB+

1 is used to place a chain of border nodes called
fence. Border nodes cannot move in this phase but they repel ASes and curb
them inside their region. WithB1 represented by border nodes the spring em-
bedder is run until equilibrium is reached. See Fig. 7.5.

3. Operations of steps 1 and 2 are iteratively applied for Tiers 2, . . . ,T −1. That
is, for each Tieri, the spring embedder is run with new forces,f−i and f +

i , to
contain insideB−

i vertices of tiers less than or equal toi and outsideB+
i vertices

of tiers greater thani. A new fence is added and a new spring embedder run is
performed. Throughout the computation, the forces introduced in the previous
steps are not dropped, but remain to enforce proper confinement of each AS
within its area. See Figs. 7.6, 7.7.
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Figure 7.6: Example of application of the algorithm. Phase 1, the addition of the
second fence.

Phase 2. Forcesf−i and f +
i , for i = 1, . . . ,T −1, are removed, and the border nodes

are left free to move until equilibrium is reached. In order to keep the border density
within a safe range, edges of the fences that are longer than acertain threshold are
split and edges that are shorter than a certain threshold arecontracted. Also, the force
exerted on a border node is multiplied by amobility factorthat allows to fine-tune the
rigidity of the fences. An example of the result of Phase 2 is shown in Fig. 7.8, while
the corresponding picture presented to the user is shown in Fig. 7.2.

The algorithm described above has been prototypically implemented in the BG-
Play system. No change has been made to the BGPlay architecture described in [CDM+05].
The information about levels of the ASes is computed with thetechniques shown
in [SARK02]. Our experiments have been performed on a PC withan AMD AthlonXP
2600 processor – 2.133 GHz and with 0.5 GB of RAM. For our test suite running times
range from 7 to 62 seconds with an average 27.83 seconds.

In the following we provide a more detailed description of the layout algorithm;
the description includes the specification of the actual parameter of the algorithm.

1. each AS is placed in(0;0) and the length at rest of each edge is set to 60.
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Figure 7.7: Example of application of the algorithm. Phase 1, the addition of the
fourth fence.

2. initializeC′
1 andC′′

1 such thatr ′1 = r1− ε andr ′′1 = r1+ε.

3. initializeCext with center in(0;0) andrext such thatCext contains the whole
drawing.

4. run the standard spring embedder algorithm plus the following forces:

• a force attracting the Tier 1 ASes toward(0;0); this force is null outside
C′

1

• a force repulsing the other ASes toward the external of the drawing; this
force is null insideC′′

1 .

• a force attracting all the ASes toward(0;0); this force is null outsideCext.
This last force will be present in each application of the spring embedder.

A the end of this step the Tier 1 ASes are placed near(0;0), while the other
ASes are in generic positions around these ASes.

5. create the fence for the Tier 1 ASes. The number of nodes in this fence is
proportional to the number of Tier 1 ASes. these nodes are positioned alongC1.
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Figure 7.8: Example of application of the algorithm. Final layout after Phase 2. The
actual picture shown to the user is presented in Fig. 7.2.

6. run the standard spring embedder algorithm on the AS graphand the first fence,
with the same set of forces of the previous application. Thissecond application
of the spring embedder produces a better distribution of theASes which are
outsideC1.

7. initializeC′
2 andC′′

2 such thatr ′2 = r2− ε andr ′′2 = r2+ε.

8. run a standard spring embedder plus the same forces described in step‘4 plus
new forces related toC′

2 andC′′
2 .

9. create the fence for Tier 2 ASes.

10. set the length at rest for the edges of the AS graph to 40

11. repeat steps 8 and 9 for the Tier 3 and tier-4 ASes,

12. set the length at rest of the edges to 10

13. set the minimum and maximum length for the edges of the fences.
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14. unfreeze the fences and run a standard spring embedder. In this step it is possi-
ble to split or contract the edges of the fences, according tothe edges’ length.

15. fill the areasA1, . . . ,AT with the corresponding colors.

7.5 Experimental Evaluation

In order to experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm we
need to consider both traditional graph drawing aesthetic criteria and aesthetic criteria
suitable for the specific application and the adopted visualization metaphor.

Concerning the first ones, in the graph drawing and visualization literature sev-
eral measures have been proposed to evaluate the aesthetic quality of the straight-line
drawings obtained with force directed methods (see, e.g., [BHR96]). We decided to
adopt the following measures.Normalized number of edge crossings(EEX), i.e.
the ratio between the number of edge crossings and the total number of edges, which
is generally considered the most prominent readability measure [Pur00, Pur02].Nor-
malized edge-length standard deviation, i.e., the ratio between the standard devia-
tion and the average length of the edges (ELSD). In fact, a readable drawing should
have an homogeneous length for its edges.Node distance ratio(NDR), i.e., the ratio
between the distance of the nearest pair of nodes and that of the farthest one. This
measures the “resolution rule” of the drawing [DETT99].

Concerning aesthetic criteria that are specific for the application, we selected the
following ones. Edge region crossings (ERX), i.e., the number of edges that cross
the border of the same region more than once. Coastline indention vector (CIV), that
is an indexCIi for each regioni measuring how smooth is the border of that region.
In fact, we noticed that “nice looking” regions have borderswhich are not too much
indented. We defineCIi = bi

2
√

πai
, wherebi andai are the outer perimeter of borderBi ,

and the area enclosed by it, respectively. Observe that,CIi ≥ 1, whereCIi = 1 if Bi

is drawn as a circle. Also, it would be reasonable to have a coastline indention that
slightly increases withi, thus havingCIi ≤ CIi+1. Density variation vector (DVV),
that measures how the density changes from region to region.The density variation
between subsequent areas is defined asDVi =

Di−Di+1
Di

, whereDi is the number of
nodes in regioni divided byAi. Essentially, we would like to have drawings that show
a small change of their density when moving from a region to anadjacent one.

The number of prefixes currently announced in the Internet isabout 200,000 orig-
inated by about 20,000 ASes. To perform our experiments we selected a test suite of
141 prefixes in the following way. We selected all the Tier 1 ASes (which are 21).
Then, we randomly selected 30 ASes in each tier. For each selected AS we randomly
picked up a prefix. For each prefix we applied the algorithm described in Section 7.4
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with four different choices of the rigidity of the fences. Weshall refer to such different
versions of the algorithm withCIRCLES, RIGID FENCES, SOFT FENCES, andLOOSE

FENCES. CIRCLES corresponds to having fixed fences, with the shape of circles,
which is equivalent to set the mobility factor to zero (see Section 7.4). It constitutes
a reference point for the quality of the drawings. SOFT FENCEScorresponds to the
choice we have done in the current version of the system. LOOSE FENCEShave the
mobility factor equal to 4/3 the mobility factor used bySOFT FENCES. Finally, RIGID

FENCEScorresponds to an intermediate choice betweenCIRCLES andSOFT FENCES

and has a mobility factor equal to 1/3 of SOFT FENCES.
All drawings computed with all four versions of the algorithm have ERX=0.
Fig. 7.9 shows the density of the values of EEX measured in ourexperiments.

Namely, the x-axis reports the values of EEX while the y-axisreports the number of
drawings having that value of EEX. Since EEX is a continuous variable, we grouped
its values in 15 intervals. For example, the y-value 11 corresponding to the x-value
0.605 on the curve forCIRCLESmeans that there are 11 drawings with value of EEX
between 0.56 and 0.65. We use density charts also for the other quality measures.

As Fig. 7.9 shows,SOFT FENCESgives values of EEX that are lower, in average,
with respect toCIRCLES. A similar behavior, but less marked, we have forRIGID

FENCES. LOOSE FENCESshows only a marginal improvement onSOFT FENCES. The
average EEX values are 0.189 forLOOSE FENCES, 0.196 for SOFT FENCES, 0.364 for
CIRCLES, and 0.24 forRIGID FENCES. This happens because fixed or rigid fences do
not allow (or only partially allow) the spring embedder algorithm to disentangle the
drawing.

Fig. 7.10 and 7.11 shows the density of the values of NDR and ELSD, respectively.
Both figures put in evidence the beneficial effect of having fences that are free to move.
Again,SOFT FENCESandLOOSE FENCESshow a very similar behavior.

Figs. 7.12 and 7.13 show the density ofCI1 andCI2. The plots forCI3 andCI4 are
similar to that ofCI2. The plots put in evidence that the satisfactory values of EEX,
NDR, and ELSD are obtained at the expense of larger contour indention. The worst
cases are the ones ofCI1 andCI2. This is somehow counter-intuitive since we could
expect higher indention for the most external regions. However, such regions have
typically less nodes. Hence, the contours tend to stretch. Also, for these measures, it
is apparent thatLOOSE FENCESperforms worse thanSOFT FENCES.

Fig. 7.14 shows thatSOFT FENCESandLOOSE FENCESperform much better than
the other settings in terms of the density variation betweensubsequent areas. This is
another positive effect of having fences that can move. For brevity we omit results for
DV2 andDV3 that are quite similar.

Overall, we think thatSOFT FENCESis a good trade-off between the quality of the
borders and the quality of the graph layout. LOOSE FENCESoffers a small improve-
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Figure 7.9: Density of EEX (normalized number of edge crossings). CIRCLES and
RIGID FENCESare more affected by edge crossings.

ment for EEX, NDR, ELSD, and DVV, while performs worse for CIV, especially for
CI1, CI3, andCI4.

We think that the limitations of our approach are basically the same of conven-
tional spring embedders, which are known to perform poorly for graphs with high
density (ratio between the number of edges and the number of nodes). However, in
our application, the density is quite low. In our experiments density ranges from 0.98
to 1.16 (average is 1.04). The drawing of the AS-graph with the highest density is
shown in Fig. 7.15.

Three network topographic maps of the same AS-graph produced for the evalua-
tion are in Fig. 7.16.

We have done some evaluating interviews with ISP network managers to get sub-
jective evaluative remarks. Namely, we proposed our prototype to people working
with NaMeX [nam], the second Internet Exchange Point in Italy, grouping 22 large
and medium size ISPs. We asked for comments and feedbacks on the usability of the
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Figure 7.10: Density of NDR (node distance ratio). LOOSE FENCESand SOFT

FENCESshow a better “resolution rule” for their nodes.

system, also compared with the current version of BGPlay. They found interesting and
useful to have the relevance of each AS highlighted. The choice of the topographic
approach has been appreciated, as well as the quality of the drawings. We collected
feedback on minor usability issues related to interaction that were easy to amend
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Figure 7.11: Density of ELSD (normalized edge-length standard deviation). LOOSE

FENCESandSOFT FENCESshow more homogeneous edge lengths.
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Figure 7.12: Density ofCI1 (coastline indention of region 1). Augmenting the mobil-
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Figure 7.13: Density ofCI2 (coastline indention of region 2). LOOSE FENCESand
SOFT FENCEShave a comparable quality with respect of this measure. CIRCLES and
RIGID FENCESproduce, obviously, smoother borders.
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Figure 7.14: Density ofDV1 (density variation between areasA1 andA2). A more
homogeneous density is shown byLOOSE FENCESandSOFT FENCES.
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Figure 7.15: The map of the AS-graph with highest density in the test suite (Algorithm
SOFT FENCES).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7.16: Three topographic maps of the same AS-graph. They were produced by
different algorithms: (a)CIRCLES, (b) RIGID FENCES, and (c)SOFT FENCES.
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Conclusions

This thesis offers several contributions in the field of c-planarity testing. With respect
to a c-connected clustered graphC(G,T), we proposed a structural characterization
of c-planarity, both in the case that the underlying graphG is biconnected and in the
general case. Based on such a characterization, we provideda linear time algorithm
to test the c-planarity ofC. If C is non-c-planar, our algorithm identifies a structural
element responsible for non-c-planarity. The algorithm isfully described in terms of
elementary steps and it is easily implementable in linear time.

Furthermore, we dealt with the problem of c-planarity testing in the general case
of non-connected graphs. We defined several classes of highly non-connected clus-
tered graphs, introducing new test methodologies and polynomial time c-planarity
algorithms.

We also proposed an example of application of clustered drawing in the context of
network visualization.

Of course, several problems remain open. The main problem ofthe c-planarity
field is certainly to state the computational complexity of the c-planarity testing for
general (non-connected) clustered graphs. However, the c-planarity of c-connected
clustered graphs still deserves further investigation. For example, it would be really
interesting to provide in this context a characterization in terms of obstructive patterns,
analogous toK3,3 andK5 in the Kuratowski’s theorem. Also, the investigation of c-
planarity with additional constraints may be interesting from an applicative point of
view. The problem of the general planarity testing is interesting, in our opinion, even
if restricted to simpler sub-cases.

• Are there other families of unconnected clustered graphs whose c-planarity can
be efficiently assessed and whose underlying graph has a simple structure? For
example, what happens if the underlying graph is a tree or a series-parallel
graph? It is easy to show that a flat clustered graph whose underlying graph is a
path and such that graph of the clustersG1 is a cycle, is c-planar. It is also easy
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to find an example of an unconnected flat clustered graph whoseunderlying
graph is a tree, such thatG1 is a cycle and that is not c-planar (see Fig. 1).

• Suppose that the underlying graph has a fixed embedding. Can this hypothesis
simplify the c-planarity testing?

• Can the techniques introduced in Chapters 5 and 6 be combinedwith techniques
known in the literature for c-planarity testing and embedding problem for more
complex families of clustered graphs? Observe that a trivial generalization of
the result to flat clustered graphs whose underlying graph isa general graph
fails. In fact, it is easily to find clustered graphs which arenot c-planar while
all cycles of their underlying graphs are separately c-planar (see Fig. 2).

Figure 1: A 3-cluster graph that is not c-planar. The underlying graph is a tree.

With respect to the visualization problem proposed in Chapter 7, as future lines of
research we suggest the following:

• combine the current information about Internet routing with information on the
amount of traffic flows from and to the focal ISP

• integrate the inter-domain routing information currentlyprovided by BGPlay
with intra-domain routing

• compute AS hierarchies with algorithms alternative to [SARK02].
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Figure 2: An example that shows that the c-planarity for cycles is only a necessary
condition but not a sufficient one for the c-planarity of morecomplex graphs. The
graph of the clusters is supposed to have fixed embedding while the underlying graph
is planar and composed by three paths between two vertices (each path is drawn in the
picture with a different line-style).
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